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This workbook Is to be used in conjunction
with the Trainer Manual of NCAE's prOgram, Train-
ing Alcoholism Trainers. The workbook contaigs-all
of the handouts participants will need for the ses-

sions. A session-by-session guide for conducting the
training program is in section III of the trainer
manual.
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Glossary

Learner. The person for whom the training activity is
created and presented. Ideally, his or her behavior reflects
commitment to the following assumptions:

No one can motivate, teach, or train someone
'else: all individuals conduct their own motiva-
tion and their own learning. Hence, all learners
are responsible for the degke to which they
'involve themselves in the learning activity.

The learner is in charge.of what he or she gives
to and gets from others in the group.

Learners have this obligation: to'help the staff
help them noch their learning goals. This can
only happeii in accordance with the degree to.
which they take their learning seriously. The
learners' feedback to the trainer is essential to
keep a course relevant to their learning needs.

Trainer (instructor). A guide who arranges learning
experiences for others. Ideally, his or her behavior
reflects commitment to the following assumptions:

The trainer can only guide learning, not create it.

A trainer doesn't train until he or she locates a
specific need, just as a dentist doesn't drill
until he or she finds a specific cavity.

The More a trainer knows and accepts his or het
personal needs and behavior styles, the freer he
or she is to help trainees in identifying their
needs and behaviors.

Neither the learner nor the trainer is on trial;
evaluation is conducted to measure t e useful-
ness of the total training activity,

The more knowledge and strategy a trainer
possesses, the more closely he or she can match

useful instructional activities with specific
learning objectives and individual learning needs.

The trainer is at all times a learner as well as a
facilitator, learning from each person and each
training experience.

.S4sion 1
Handoui j

r

Learning. A relatively permanent change in a person'S
overt or covert behavior, which is riot a result of normal
maturation. The evidence for learning, which is an inter-
nal process, is behavior change which can be observed.
We infer that4earning has occurred from-the change in
beha r.

Instruction. A series of events that manipulate ,the
learner's environment to assist him or her in changing
his or her behavior to meet specified learning objectives.
Instruction is' a presenting aciwity, as contrasted with.
learning, which is a receiving/responding activity.

Learning Activity. The actual learning experience to
which a learner is exposed during units of instruction.

Needs Assessment. Activities conducted to determine
If training is needed, as well as for whom, what kind,
how luch, etc.

Goal. A statement of purpose or intent.

Objective. A statement of learning outcome in terms
which specify an observable behavior, an accepted
standard of achievement, and t conditions under
which the behavior is to take p

Mastery. A demonstration of behavior by the-learner
which shows that a prespecified level of learning has
occurred.

Curriculum; Training Design. The total instructional plan
for a given unit. It identifies learning objebtives, training
content and methods, and evaluation teChniques.

Training Package. The training eitisigAu all materials
required' to implement that design. (When the training
package is totally individualized, it can be called a learn-
ing package.)

Method. A basic approach to instruction:(For example:
lecture, site visit, programed instruction, anti srnall-
group discussion.)



Session I
Handout I

-(continued)

Media. Any and all physical means (including speech or
. print) used for communicatidn between a messagesender.

ang a message receiver.

SimuNtion. A training activity that i$ contrived to be like
a real situation. (For example: role play, training games,
etc.)

Group. T.wo or more persons who pare the following
characteristics:

They ,think of themselves as a group with an
identifiable membership.

They share a common purpose.

They work in a trusting climate whe,re each.
member's contributions are valued.

v4t

2

C

They pay.attention t ow they work together.
)13

They can, when they choose to, act together as

a single entity.

Group Process. The complex forces which cause perions
in a group to.behave the way they do. Group process is
concerned with what happeni in groups, given certain
condition's and certain human behaviors; it is not con-
cerned Withimoral issues of h6w people ought td beha/e.

Intervention. An Interruption of an; ongoing activity that
influences the direction, content, behavior, or affect in a
group.

9
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paOS'sion 2 °

ndoutl

Basic-Assumptions

1. Assumptions about the present state of tr ining in
the alcoholism treatment and preventio ield:

Most trainersheld treatment or prevention jobs
before they'were assigned to a training job and
because of this tend to cluster their training
programs around skills which they have practited
or know best.

b. Few trainers in alcoholism have had an oppoil
tunity to learn formally adult education theory
and methods.

c. Basic training in design and delivery skills for
those with training responsibilities will have a
payoff in the increase qf quality care.

d. The same design process used to plan an inser-
vice 4)1) training program can also be applied to
other education needs of direct service agencies

such as community education, organization
development, staff development', outreach, etc.

2. Assumptions about education an'd learning:

a. Education is a series of struktured learning
'activities designed to occur within a specific
4itne frame with the intention of. effecting a
change in the behavior of the participants.

b.' There is a clear distinction between instruction
and learning. Learning is the goal, instruction is
the mons.

c. Therole of a trainer as facilitator of learning is
distinct from the' traditional concept of the

4:: teacher or instructor.

d. Training is a learnable skill.

3



gession 2
Referdnce 1

- Discussion Task Intsp-uctions

(for fllp chart 1)

1. Share with each other your experience of a con-
crete example of one or more of the.assumptions
in either of the two sets.

Select a spokesperson who will represent your
group in a panel-discussion to follow.

i,
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Design Task Instructions

General Requirements:

Length: A single training event that includes at_
leastA 0 hours of learning activities.

Topic: Must be drawn from a real, job training
need (professional, clerical, skilled, or
seMiskilled) of a back-homd agency.

Target Group: Must be one with which You have
WI firsthand exPerience and
which will be willing to participate
in the event.

Trainer: Milistserye in an active leadership role as
facilitator, even though "experts' may be
introduced.

General Options:

Topic: Mty focus on total skills required for
one specific job.
May include several select4d sills re-
quired for one specific job.
May focus on a single skill required in
several job areas.

May include several sglected skills re-
quired for several job areas.

Data: May be drawn from training plan or
agency ,grant appHcation or other
records.

May be collected by telephone (at
participant's expense),
May be conjecture, if so identified (an
educated guess).

Session 3
Handout 1

Your completed task (10-hour training eyent) must in- 6.
clude the following:

1.lA statement of goals -and objectives (learning
outcomes) for the training event.

2. Provision foe a three-stage needs assessment
process, covering:

organization needs analysis,
job and performance analysis, and
training group analysis.

3. A description of the training group.

4. A general outline of corltent sequence with
headings and large time-block schedule (or
total event.

5. A detailed outline (minute-by-minute script)
0 for at least one learning activity (1 to 2 hours).

6. An evaluation and feedback plan.

Note: Each of the above six requirements will be met
by filling out a Training Event Planning Guide.

1 ')
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training Event Planning Giiide

1

:t

.

4.1
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4

. .1St' , The Training Event Planning Guide is designed as a disposable wOrkbook to fie used in preparing a training program A b#ills. The TE13 outlines
page by page a'series of consecutive steps in a comp.iehensive planning process,that might no,t be necessary in its entiretVlor eVery training event. 'For -
Title events, therefore, not every page will necessarily be 'applicable.

The. workbook may be used in' two Ways:

PPe

.>
1., It may be usetv organization planners on a reguPar basis as paot of the planning process to identify the training heeds of an organization.

2. A trainer can-use the guide after a training a4signment is given him or her. The guide lays out die' steps to take after the boss has.said:4.,..-4Y .
. "Hese,is *'auu to train outreach workersgo to it.," . . I

s4.,1. ,

,

(The purpose of including the TEPG in,theleiining practitioners' clinic is to give thelarticipants practice in following a step-by-step sequence in pro-
ducing a written design for a training event which, by definition, is uSually a series of several related learning activities.) c

1

The major design categories are:

1. Needs Assessment (pp. 4-19),
Organization 96`al Analysis
Job and PterformAnce Analysis
Training troup Analysis

II. Curriculum Building. (pp. 20-27)
Writing Learning Outcomes ,

Constr.ucting Learning Activities
Selecting Eyaluation Strategy 'tt"

The major steps' in the sequence are:

1. Determine goals of the organization in which D'airiing will occur.

2. Analyze the means which the organization has chosen to achieve its gbals.

Determine the effectiveness of each job in fulfilling its purpose as a means to achieving a goal.

4. Determine management's purpose in selecting a specific job for training.

1 3
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5.

6.

7.

8.
,

11.

12.

1 A)

Det rmine the tasks and leVel of performance required by (Lich specific job.

Determine the'perfo mance level of each worker in each Specifc job.
e I .)

Specify"training-nee d" areas (knowledge, skills, attitudes) for each,specific job.
'

Determine each walker's readiness to learn the Itraining-needed"areas.

Select 'training topics and training-groups by identifying areasrnmon learning needs.

Determine learning outcomes by writing goals-and otlect4ves, both broad and speciff4 for each trainirSg,topic.

Select and eorist2ct learning ictivities.
a

Determine evaluation *goals and identify feedback mechanisms. (Necessary' evaluation data will be found on pp. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 24, 25, and 33)..

V
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Necessary Evaluation Data\

Key Questions

What is the purpose of 'the organiza-
tion (agency, company, etc.)?

What is the agency organized to do?

How-and when will the agency know
when it has achieved its goals? '

What tasks or jobs are required to
achieve till goals?

0.01z

Who will beTesponsible for managing
the tasks required to meet the goals?

1

.0

1

Organization Goal Analysis

The goals of the otganization in which tho training event will take place arc as follows:

.

Rationale: Some organizational needs will not be met by training solutions. Deterininalion of training need can only, follow identification of train-
ing as a solution to a foga organizational need. This larger need can only surface in an orgimizational goal analysis procedure.Thk step
is usually considered to be the solo function of management. However, the trainer needs this ittformation and the payoff of a more rele-
vant curriculum is worth the risk of asking management to undertake a needs analysis.

04
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NEU'S ASSE.SSI4NT

-0

. Key Questions

Carl the agency's services be considered
its means to the end (goals)?

Is the target job* (skill) one of tlIse
means?

Is.'the target lob effe'ctive?

What other means (jobs, services) are

there?

How does the organization know that
it has chosen the right means?

,

Organization Goal. Analysis (continued)

An analy$is of the means which the ti)rganization has chosep to achieve its goals:

V
41,

Rationale: This analysis helps to relate the need for training in this job (target job) td other training needs that the agency may have.

*The target' lob may be the job for which you have boon assigned to develop a training program.

f0



NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Necessary Evaluation Da.a

Key Questions

l*Dw much does it pay?

cki, Private office?

,Speciah fringes? 7

How long do workers stay in the job?

EVer the first to be Affected by budget
cuts?

Is it supervised?

How is it evtiluated?

Could the organization do without
it?

Organization Goal Analjsis (continuel)

. The following is.an evaluation of how vital the organizatio9 believes the target job (skill) is in
fulfilling its goals:

dt
6

-4

Rationale.; Agency goals affect the ature, priority, and.salary level of a job. These goals also affect the support services to the job, the supervision
.of the job, etc. Priority vf training need will affect the program's design, location, and followup.

2 t



NEEDS,ASSESSMENT

Necessary Evaluation Data

*Key Questions

Where did the order to train originate?

Who requested it?. ,

Dki it result from the yearly evaluation?

Was a total-agency training needs
assessment conducted?.

.1s .it really, needed, or was money
Merely available?

Organization Goal Analysis (continued) ,

Management's purpose in selecting the target job (skill) i'or training is 8 folloWs:
>

Rationale: This factdr will influence tW sense of immediacyfor the-event in the eyes of the trainees. Their readiness to learn may correspolid to
this factor.

2''



NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Necessary Evaluatipn Data

Key Questions
41

What tasks oqght to be done?

What tasks does the *tradition of the
organization require?

A

What is the proper sequence?

What tasks does the profession usually
expect?

What is a minimum example of
competency?

What would a maximum example
be?

Job Analysis

The following.lig of behavioral tasks is necessary for the target job (skill) to futflii its fund!

Rationale: A measure, criterion, or standard forta job must, be determined before a person's performance can be evaluated and training need identi-
fied. Job analysis N a process of determining needed job function and competency level independent of the incumbent worker, )

2 3



NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Key Questions
*Jo .

Whose performance will be analyzed?

Wh'at level of knowledge am I lodking
for?

What level and types of ska4s am I
looking for?

Performance Analysis

The following plan is designed to assist the trainer in identifying defic,lencies in knowledge or
skills on the part of the workers in the target job (skill): .

1. Name, location, jbb title oeeach worker in target job (skill)...
r

IL

2. The followirig b,ehavio s and knowledge will be analyzed:
FiP

,

ationale: The purpose of the performance analysis process is the

A

entification f performance deficiencies in skills and knowledge,

24



NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Key. Questions

When will each person be available?

Where will the visit be?

How longfor each interview?

How can fire worker be put at ease?

What are the goals for each interview?

What is the sequence of questions to
be asked?

I.

PerformanceAnalysis continued)

"3. Interview schedule for exlining each worker.

4. Sample interview questions are as folloOs:

Rationale: Observation, evaluation, and questioning about weaknesses is unpleasant and needs planning and forethought to yield valid data.

(r)

.



NEEDS AS.SESSMENT ,

N

8

4,

Key Questions

Is each questia necessary?

Does it toyer the conynt?

Is it east to understand?

Are all the questions in a logical
sequence?'

,

Is eac

fo

Performance AnalYSis (contin*Y
:

5. The following questionnaires.(atlach if prepareeliiiks separate instfuments) will be uied in
analzring the performance-16d Of eacti of the workers in the target job(skill):

.>r

/-
estion in 311 easily answefed

Jff

J.

I

. r

,o

Rationale-. Questionnaires should yield data that are easily sumrnariied and reported. Good questions at-9 not ad libbed!
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NEPS.ASSES4WNT.

Key Questions

.41. I HOW .ilaes the observed perfotmance
of each, task compare to what is ,

reguired?

What knowlage is lacking?
'

What attitudes are licking?

,What skills are lacking?

Can training solve all the problems
identified?

if:".4....4'!A.Osss'

$4.

.. ,Performance Analysis (continued)
,

6. After corhparing the interview and quegtionnaire data to the job analysis data, the following
performance deficiencies have been identified:

A. Worker and skill, knowledge, or attitude lacking:

.\ B. Worker and skill, knowledge, or attitude lacking:

.
1

C. Worker and skill, kno ledge, or attitude'lacking:

D. Wkker and skill, knowledge, or attitude lacking:

E. Worker-and skill., knowledge, or attitude lacking:

\

. (continue if necessary on supplementary page)

Or

tl

fttl

;/

4

,kaiionale: Performance analysis ig a process.of comparing observed job behaviors with stated behavioral objectives for the job,
, I



NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Key Questions

What deficiency areas are shared by
enough people to warrant a trainirig
event?

Are there any knowledge deficiencies
in common?

Are there any,skilis laCking in the total
group? 0

Is the whole group lacking in any basic
(attitudes necessary to do their jobs

Training group Analysis -

0 the fopowinglist of "training-needed" areas isshared by each worker in thejarget job (skill):

1. Common knoviledge needs:

2. Comnion attitude needs:

3. Common skill needs:,

(continue if necessat'y on supplemetnary page)

Rationale: Selection of training group should be determined primarily'by tho common deed of the learners.

r
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Ke estions

LHow many karieties of knowledge
deficiencies have emerged?

Can these workers he sort elsewhere to
be trained in this isolated deficiency?

.is there a ufficient variety of attitude
deficibncies to warrant a special train-
lng fdcus on attitudes alone?,

-Tz

/

,

I

Training Group Analysis (continued)

The following "trlining-needed" areas are common to small groups Of several Wo'rkers but not
the total group of workers in the target job (skill):

1. Common need (knowledge, skill, attitude):

2. Names, locatiOn, title of workers:

1. Common need (knowledge, skill, attitude):

2. Narnes locati4 title of workers:

(continue if necessary on supplementary pAge)
oh

,

Rationale: Identification of training groups should be determined primarily by the common need of the learners,

2



NEEDS ASkSSMENT

Key Questions

How many persons carry the same*
cbaracteristic?

How much aware of the characteristic
are they?

Do they think of themselves as a
group?

Should training groups be assembled
on the Ivsis Of one or several of these
characteristics?

Training Group Analysis (continued)

Viewing the workers in the target Job (skill) group as a whole, the follov;ing group characteristics
ow be described:

4

.1. Personal (age, RIX, race, Fanguage, etc.):

2. Salary level and responsibility:

v

3. Location of work place:

ationale: There are advantages and disadvantages to various mixes 41 trainees. Some factors in selection are common interest of the learners,
heterogeneous or homogeneous mix ,of personal resourc0 and traits, ratio of number of trainees to trainer, time, location, and financial
resources.

4
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT

L

r

S.

es

4

Tyaining Group Analysis continued)

4. Time available f6r training:

. Experience level in career field:
. ,

6. Other social, cultural, personal characteristics:

A

-41

1/4-
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT

KeylQuestions

Is the worker teachable at this moment?

Is the worker interested in spending
time to learn now?

Is the boss requiring cooperation?

Does the worker realize his knowledge,
skill, deficiency?

Training Group Analysis (continued)

The following is a rating of each.workees.readiness to learn tfie common need
ideptified:

1. Name
V

Is aware of need

Expresses interest to le.arn

Can be motivated

Special effort required

previously
,

) Y05 ) No

( ) Yes ( ) No

( ) Yes ()No

( ) Yes ( ) No

2. Name ,

Is'aware of need ( ) Yes ( ) No

Expresses interest to learn ) Yes ( ) No

Can be motivated ( ) Yes ( ) No

Syecial effort required (. ) Yes ( ) No

(continue if necessary on supplementary page)

Rationale: Much training will be wasted if the learner is not ready, willing, and able to learn.

_

3 2
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NEEOS ASSESSMENT

KO, Questions

Can the trainees understand these?

Could others outside the immediate
agency apply these criteria?

.
Are the criteria fair?

*OR

Training 6roup.Selection.
, 40

ased on a consideration of organization need,.job need, worker deficiency nek and interest;
also, based on a consideration of social, cUltural, and personal factors; the following criteria

.(7
(standards) for selection of individual trainees can be stated:

1st criterion:

2nd criterion:

3rd criterion:

4th criteilon:

*ic

Rationale: Selection criteria should be based on: areas of common need of the learners;
areas of common interest 6f the learners;
advantages of heterogeneous mix of personal resources;
advantages of homogeneous mix of personal resources; and
time and resOurce constraints.

3:3



NEEDS ASSiSSMENT

A

1.

2.

).

3,

,

Training Grotip Selection (continued)

Based on an application of the selection criteria, the following persons are selected to participate
inthe 2-day training event:

7..

N

5. 8.

6. 9. etc.

.11
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CURRICULUM BUILDING:
Learning Outcomes

Necessary Evaluation Data

Key Questions
4

What do I want them to know?

What do I want them to do?

What attitude changes do I Want to
bri ng' about?

What ,do I, as trainer, want to do in
this progrAm?

Does each goal statement express some
general measure of how and when I
will know that the desired result has
happened?

11

Goals for the 2-Day Training Event

The follOwing goals are broad statements of what I want the trainees to know and be able to do

when they have finished the program:

I. Goal:

2. Goal:

*NA.

3. Goal:

4. Goal:

a

6

4.

4.

Rationile: "If you don't know where you are going, you won't know how to get there!"

Before a curriculum can be Ambled, these need areas must be translated into statements of learning outcomes. When stated in road

terms they are OW "goals"; when stated in specific terms they are called "objectives."



CURRICULUM BUILDING:
Learning Qutcomes

Necessary Evaluation Data 4,

Key Questions

What will convirie mt421at the new
skill has been learnedfl

How can, I measure it during the train-
ing program?

Does teach statement of objective
describe a'perforrnarice/

Does ea h statement of objective de-
scribe th conditions under which the
trainee w II perform?

Does each statement of objective
describe a criterion or standard for
evaluating the trainee's performance?

Goals for the 2Day Training Event (continued)
.

The following objectives are specific and measurable statements of how and when the trainees
Will demonstrate that they have achieved the goals of the training program:

1. Objective:

2. Objective:

3. Objective:

4. Objective:

f

Rationale: "How will I know one when I see one?".
An objective is stated in terms of. an observable behavior, an accept%) standard dr achievement, and theconditions under which the be-
havior is to take place.

3 6



CURRICULUM BUILDING:
Learning Activiiies,

key Questions

What subjects are usually appropilaie
for achieving my knowledge-goals?

What subjects are most often included
in courses which teach the skills I)

have identified? .

If l,,were to go to a library for back-,
ground information, what subject
headings would I look`up?

41).

Search for Content Resources

The follOwing subject (content) categories.are suggested by the goals and objectives of the

program:

Rationale: This step will simplify the proess of selecting expert resources and canned exercises, since available literatUre is usually indexed by

Subject rather than by behavior,

3
I.



CURRICULUIVLBUILDING:
Learning Activities

ey.Questions

Will the exercise achieve the objective?

Are the learners self-directed?

itthe focus problem-centered?

4re the tasks e5(perience-based?

Do the skills have immediacy of appli-
cation?

Is there adequate time for task
completion?

Are more breaks needed?

Is the room large enough and well
lighted?

New Designs f r Learning Adtivities

'4

ktached are sam e copies of learning activity forms specifically designed to achieve the objec-.
s as stated, ach design has accoOnted for the following components:

1. Goals and objectives of dip session; i.e., both broad and specific statements of learning
. outcomes.

iLength of time required for each activity.
3. Equipment needed for presentation.
4. Copies of all materials-to be distributed.
5; Statement of primary methods to be used.
6. Description of room arrangements.
7. A clear statement of the purpose of the activity and its linkage with the previous activky.
8. An actwity to test participants' understanding of the goal of the exercise.
9. An identification and justification of the expert resources foPcontent inpui.

10. Comfortable variet of activities.
11. Summary of the maj r points of all lecture content.
12. Detailed list of newsp int illustrations.
13. Major disCussion point. desired to emerge from small group dikussion or brainstorming.
14. Prepared statetnehts fo all group tasks.
15. A review activity in wft h trainer and learner pull together the central concepts so that the

4group has a sense and re ognition that real learning has taken place.
16. Method of evaluating wtlether or not the goal was achieved.

lot

Rationale: Selection and sequencing of specific learning activities
mustebe deterniinedby (a) their appropriateness to
achieve stated objectives and (b) the following
assumptions of adult learning theory:

Planned learning activities for adults must provide for their unique
physiological, psychological, cultural, and social characteristics.
Adult learners learn best when their learning activities are self-
directed, problem-centered, experience4ased, and have immediacy
of,application.



SAMPLE
SUNGLE-SESSION

DESIGN.
FORM



SOuence Of Activities
Lecture.Points

. on
Discussion Questions

Handouts Equipment

ON
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CURRICULUM BUILDING:
Learning Activities

g Key. Questions

Can this exerCise be used as is or does

it require adaptation?

* Can I facilitate this exercise dr do)
have to have someone else to do it?

Does this exeicise require the use of
Materials that are not available or too
expensive?

Would this exercise consume more
time than it is worth?

Would it spawn,unwanted tangents?

,

Rationale:

$.

Evaluation-jand Selection of Predesigned btercises
* . . . .

. .

Attached are any predesigned (canned or paaaged)..learning aptivities that have. been selected
to be used in the 2-day training event. Each has seen ,chosen and evaluated according'to the

following factors:

1

( ) Is most appropriaie to achieve ob ectiVes as state .

) Accommodates adult learning characteristrcs; i.e. acti;iity is self-directed, prOblem-centered,
'and experiente-based and, has immediacy of application.

( ) Its effectiveness can be measured.,

gelation and sequencing of specific learning activities should be determined by their api,propriateness to achieve stated objectives and by

the estimated ability of the trainees to benefit by them.



i
CURRICULUM BUILPING)
FLOW

Key Questions

W t iype of logical flowtopical,
cause and effect, level of difficulty
would be best for ihe learners?

9.

What natural sequences arT demanded
by.the subject matter?

, Does readiness' to learn indicate a
sequence?

Does interest level?

Does each exercise have clear linkage
with the next?

Dbes any activity presuppose knowl-
edge dr skills that have not 6en

\taught?

"

Sequencing of Learning ActiVities

The following sequentiarflow identifies all major-learning eXercises and their relationship to
each other. They will be presented in this order during the 2-day trainineevent. (List by title of

Vivity only, or draw a diagram of the flow.)

ti

. ?t.

-
4

P

Rationale: Both the trainer and the trainees will benefit by understanding the re-asoning behind the schedule to be presented later. Any fliture changes ,

in schedule can be more effectively negotiated if the sequential requirements of the curriculum are understood.



CURRICULUM -BUILDING:
LOW

Key Questions

What time does each session begin?

Coffee breaks?

Meal breaks?

Free time?

is there sufficient time to move-from
room lo room?

Fatigue factor?

, Is there time to relax and assimilate?

Is a getting-acquainted exercise needed?

Final ceremony'?

9

t

Schedule of Learningjctivkies
The following is ala hour-by-hour schedule of the ,actMtles for the 2-day training event:

'4

Rationale: A published schedule is a curriculum roadmap for the trainees, resource persons, trainer, and support staff.
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CURRICULUM BUILDING:
EVALUATIONFEEDBACK

Necessary Evaluation Data

Key Questions

What information is wanted?

Where in the sequence of activities is

feedback necessary in order to be able
to make adaptive docisions?

Evaluation Method

The following items are necdsary to insure a flow of feedback about whether the objectives of
the exercises are being met and whether the goals of the program will be achieved:

1. Stateme of evaluation goals.

2. Learning activities that require special evaluation.

3. Evaluation instruments (attach a copy).

( 4. Specific feedback activities (list in sequence, giving the title of the learning activity and the
feedback technique used).

S. The persorkwho will monitor the training event will be (name
her role will be (role )

6. The following activities will be needed to support the newly learned skills:

7. The followang persons'sh Id receive a report on the results of the traiffing event:

X

his or

Rationale: Evaluation is not a filial step in the sequence but a contintious process of feedbacleand review. This process matches results to statod *
goals and must be planned before each stage in the design process.

a

4 4

a
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Session 3 .

. Reference 1

Design Task Stages

(for flip chart 1)

STAGE I: The Design Stage. Each trainee designs a complete learning activity.

STAGE II: Evaluation I. Trainees evaluate each other's Design Tasks. .

STAGE III: Evaluation II. Group evaluation of good points of individual Design Tasks. .

A



4

Goal Statements

Instructions: Place a chockmark in the appropriate blank for each statement.

1. Clients will use no alcohol in any form for a period of 6 months.

clear

. unclear

not.sure

2. Counseling staff will show in awareness of clients' potential for recovery.

clear

uncle*

not sure

3. Counselors will defend the rights of clients at the local social seryke agency.

clear

unclear

not sure

4. Secretaries on duty during evening hours will identify clients who are in a crisis situation and refer them to a
counselor within 3 minutes.

clear

unclear

not sure
0.

5. Staff will make.every effort to reach the black population in this community.

icltar(

unclear

not sure

4t. 35



Session 4
Handont 1
(continued)

7

*Oem-4-

'he number of blqk clients in the program will be increased by 15 percvnt within the next fiscal year.

.clear

unclear I.

not sure ........

7. All members of the committee will.agree on a means of providing detox services durinyhis meeting.

Iclear
unclear

not sure

8: A centralized data collection system for Smith County's mental health services will be operational by J anuary 1,
1977.

clear

unclear

not sure

9,,Local judges will be convinced of the need for a DWI program.

clear

unclear

not sure

10. The number of alcoholic admissions at SMith County General Hospital will increase by 10 percent during the
next fiscal year.

a.
....1.421.61 clear

unclear

tt

1101. sure

11 Of the clergy who attend this workshop, 25 pe\rcent make client referrals to this clinic within the next
month.

clear

unclear

not sure

3§
-o
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12. Student nurses In thls courso will knoW how to care for k<tiolic patients in withdfawal.

clear

unclear

not sure

13. Local physicians will support the alcoholism clinic.

clear

unclear

not sure

14. A written agreement on provision of family counseling services ill be signed by a majority of this committee
during this meeting.

clear

, unclear

IL

not sure

15 The Smithtown Lions Club will pledge $500 to furnish the new halfway house by Jinuary 1, 1975.

clear

unclear

, not sure

16. The number of alcohol-related accidents in Smith County will be reduced.

S. clear

i unclear

not sure

17. Psychologists at the Mental Health Centtr wll feel c fortable working wth alcoholic clients.

Nir

,

clear

unclear

. not sure

4

11sie

1
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3.

18. Pe Ople in the Spanish-sp community will feel welcome and comfortable at the alcoholism clInic,
-.1

clear

unclear

not sure

19. The number of community volunteers in the program will be increased by 75 percent this year.

clear

unclear

not sure

20. Joint staffing sessions will be 'held weekly between Family Services and alcoholism clinic staff for the nell
calendar year.

clear

unclear

not sure

38
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Discussion Guide

1. What are some of the goals of your organization? ,

2. How do the goals and needs of your organization affect the ways in which specif jobs relate,to one another?

3. How do orianizational goals and needs affect the piliority which these Jobs are gvqn in terms of material
support, supervision, status, and salary?

4. How do organizational goals and needs affect the training outcomes of any prilgram you design?

,

itrt

39



Organization Analysis

(for flip chart 1)

INPUT ORGANI±ATION



SarnpIe4Jb Description, Skill Areas, and Job Behaviors

Sample job description:

The individual serves as a member of a four-Person team within the Experimental Education Laboratory.
Each teamunder the directiqn of a team leaderresearches,develops, designs, delivers, and records training
programs for practitioners in the fbild of alcohol abuse and alcoholism.

(.0
Skills needed to perform job:

j. Design needs assessment techniques and rialyze results.
Develorlearning outcomes (goals and objectives) stated in behavioral terms.

3. Select methods and strategies appropriate for goals.
4. Perform a range of adult education methodologies.
5. Record curriculum design in format usable.by others.
6. Familiarity with literature in field of adult education and curriculum development.
7. Function as a team member.'

Job behaviors (tag<s) required by a single skill area:

Skill area: Record:curriculum design in format usable by others-.

Behaviors; 1/4

1. Writes clearly stated goals and objectives fot session.
2. Knows and cari state the purpose Of the session, its linkage with previous and following session; and

the principal learning poin.ts of the session.
3. Designs exercises which give a balance between cogniiive and affectivelearning and writes clear in-

structions for their implementation.
4. Records each learning point in proper sequence.

52
41
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Self-Assespient Guide k

o

Organization Need Assessment (pages 8-11 of TEPG)

Weak

2 3

Job and Performance Analysis (pages 12-16 of TEPG)

Weak .

1 2 3

P.
Training Group Analysis (pages 17-23sof TEPG)

Weak

1 2 .3

4.

Writing Learning Outcomes (pages 24-25 of TEPG)

Weak

1 ; 2 3

Curriculum Building (pages 26-32 of TEPG)

Weak

1 2 3

Evaluation and)Feedback (page 33 of TEPL)

,Weak

1 2 3

4

42 5 3

4.,

Strong
4

Strong
4

Strong -Tt

4

Strong
4

Strong
4

Strong
4

41.



1

Self-Assessment Task Initructions

((or fllp chart 1)
I.

Assess your own strengths aod'weaknesses in each of the six areas and share with your colleagues your self-ratings\
and the reasons for them. .."

b

Formation of Resource Grotips

(for fllp chart 2)

Choose resource groups by the beginning of the next session. Talk with each other and form groups of three or

four persons.

It will be to your advantage to have a balance of strengths in the six areas.

4

0 1

A
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" now Chart

Ignore Important?,

Yes

Shill deficiency?

(lied to do it?
Performance
punishing?

"Yes

Remove
punishment

'Used often? on-perlermanc
ewardin

Arrange
positive

consequence

Performance
matters?

Change job Obsticles?

Simpler way?

Arrange
on-job

tabling

114

nansfer or
terminate

Remove

obstacles

Select best
solution(s)

Potential solution

Source: Mager, R.F. and Pipe, P. AnalyzIng Perforbldb«, Pr bkms (Belmont, Calif.: rearon Publishers, inc., 1972), p. :3.
1
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Quick Referenee Checklist

Key Issues Questions to Ask

1. lie isn't doing what he skald
be doing. / think I've got a
training problem..

1. *hat is the performance

1

discrepancy?

2. Is it important?

Why,do I think there is a.training problem?

.,What is the differgnce between what is being done and what is supposed
to be done?

What is the event that causes me to say that things aren't right?

Why am I dissatisfied?

Why isihe.discrePancy important?

What would happen if I left the discrepancy alone?

Could doing something to resolve the discrepancy-have any worthwhile
result?

3. Is it a skill deficienq? Co'uld he do it if he really had to?

Could he do it if his life depended on it?

Are his present skills adequate for the desired performance?

11. Yes. Itis a skill deficiency.
He cooldn't do It If his life
depended oh It.

4. Could he do it in the past? Did he once know how to perform as desired?

Has he forgottenfiow to do what I want him to dO?

5, Is the skill used often? How often is the skill or performance used?

boos he get regular feedback about how well he performs?

Exactly how does he finq out how well he ie)doing?

Source: Mager, R. F. and Pipe, P. AnalyzIng Performance Problems (Delmont, Fearon Publishers, Inc., 1972), pp. 101-105,

. S.

4

tz
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Quick Referenfe List (continued)

key Issues Questions to Ask

6.. Is,there a simpler solution?

7. Does he have what it takes?

It is not a skill deficiency.

Can I change the job by providing somd kind of job aid?

Can I store the needed inform4ion some way (written Instructions,
checklists) other than in someone's head?

Can I show rather than train?

Would informal (i.e., on-the-job) training be sufficient?

Could he learn the job?

Does he have the physical and merital potential 't,o perform'as desired?

Is he overqualified for the job?

14),

. He could do It If he wanted to:

8. Is desired performance
punishing?

9. Is nonperformance
rewarding?

10. Does perfortniq really
matter?

What I. the consequence of performing as desired?

Is it punishing to perform'as eipected?

Does he perceive desired performance as being geared to penalties?

Would his world become a litter dimmer (to him) if he performed as
desired?'

What is the result of doing it his weinstead of my way?

What does he get out of his present performance in the way Of reward,
prestige, status, jollies?

Does he get more attention for misbehaving than for behaving?

What event ih the world supports (rewards) his present way of doing
things? (Areyou inadvertently rewarding irrelevant behavior while
overlooking the crucial behaviors?)

Is he "mentally tnadequate," so that the less he does tLet less he has to.
worry abgpt?

Is he physically inadequate, so that he gets less tired if he does less?

Does performing is desired matte'r to the performer?

Is there a favorable outcome for performing?

Is there an urkIesirable outcome foi' not performing?

46'
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Quick Reference Listicontinued)

Key Issues

4

Questions to Ask

11. ArN there obstacles to,
performing?

IV, What should I do rtow?

12. Which solution is best?

4

Is there a f satisfaction for perfOrming?

Is he able ô take pride in his performance, as an individual' or as a
member of a group?

Does he get satisfaction of his necdssfrom .the job?

What prevents him from performing?

Does he know what is expected of him?

Does ho.know when to do what is expected of him?

Are there conflicting demafds on his time?

Does he lack the authority4
the time?

. . the' tools? ,

Is he restricted by policies or by a "right way of doing it" or "way
we've always done it" that ought to be Changed?

Can I reduce interference by improving lighting?
. .changing colors?

. increasing comfort?
...modifying the work position?

..reducing visual or auditory.distractions?

Can I reduce "competition from the job"phone calls, "brush fires,"
demands of less importance but more immediate problems?

Are any solutions inappropriate or impossible to implement?

Are any solutions plainly beyond our resources?

What would it "cost" to go ahead with the solution?

What would be the added "value" if I did?

Is it worth doing?

Which remedy is likely to give us the most reswlt for tho least effort?

Which are we best equipped to try?

Which remedy interests us most? (Or, on the other side of thivoin,
which remedy is most visible to those who must be pleased?)

47
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teps in Performance Analysis

(lfror flipchart 1)

,

1. Identify workers whose porformanceivHl be analyzed.

2. Identify behavior and knowledge that will be analyzed,

3. Dosign method to collect necessary data and collect that data.

4. Analyze data and identify nature of problem.

Problem Factors

(for filpchart 2)

,.

Knowledge/Skill Discrepancy

Environment

Motivation/Attltude

48
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- Guide to the Construetiori of Ouestionnaires

Decisions about Form of Respl:mstio a 'Question

1. Can the question best be asked in a form calling for check answer (or short antwer of a wOhl or two, a
number, or a letter), free answer, or check answer with followup free answer?

Best results aro often achieved by means of a combination of free-answer and check-answer methods, or by
compromisos between them. Thus, single questions may &Insist of an initial check-answer part Immediately
followed by free-answer parts which inquire into the meaning of the check response and obtain examples,
statements of the respondent's assumptions, the strength of his or her feelings on the point, etc. For
example:

Are people at the head of your company interested in their employees, or don't thoy care?

el/

Interested , Don't care Other answer In
what ways do they show that?

The simple'yes dr no response (andolmilar choices such as agroo or.disagree, do or do not) aro appropriate for
many quoStions dealing with points of fact and with issues which aro clear cut and on which well-crystallized
views are held. Even on direct yes-or-no questions and simple two-way Comparisons, however, it is usually
fbund desirable to include an intermediate response of "doubtful," "not sure," or "no differonco,"etc. A
graded series of response possibilities frequently giveslhe investigator additi9$41 or more accurate information
than a dichotomous response and presents the question more adequately 6nd acceptably to the respondent.

The most common multiple choice responses utilize three, four, or five gradations. A widely used special,
form of multiple choice (the "cafeteria" queition) asks the responctent to choose from a itst of assorted words
or statements the one(s) that best represents his or her point of yiew. Tho items may or may not be arranged
in order from high to low, good to bad, etc. to form a crude scale. EAamples of several of these forms follow:

Suppose a person is asked by a close friond to dolsomething that requires a personal sacri-
fice. In your country, how strorig an obligation Would a person of your age feel to help
his friend?

not strong at all very strong

not very strong extremely sttorig

rather strong

Put a "1" in front of the thing that is most important to have or to do in order to get
ahead in tho world. Put a "2" 6efore the next most important, etc.

pull

good luck

4/OrkC
s . I 4'

brains

. hard work

49



Of courie, you want ALL These. thingsbut sVhich will influence you most whon it
44Nibtlies to chciosing your next car? Check 3 items .

appearance

cotnfort

--- dependability

....--- eA of control

fir cost

2. If a checklist is used, does it cover adequately all the significant altnatives with`OutoVerlapping and In a

defensible order?

.DecisionS About the Place of the Questionsin the Sequence

operating economy

piekup

safety

smoothness

speed

1. Is the answer to the question likely to be influenced by the content of the preceding questions?

Do earlier questions create a certain sot of expectations that might influence answers to this question?s,

Do preceding questions aid the recall of ideas that might boar on this question?

Does the question become inappropriate if certain answas were given previously?

When both general and specific questions are 0 tle_a.,Sked on a topic, it is usually advisable to have the gen ral
ones come first. Thus, if people are to be asked what improvements they desire in their working relations nd
also how they like their foreman, the first question must be placed before theiecond. Otherwise, better ,

supervision will be disj)roportionatelV emphasized as a ddsired improvement simply because it has been freshly
called 'to mind.

Earlier 6estions may also create a generally favorable or unfavorable mental set toward the topic considered. le.

2. Is the question led up to in a natural way?

Decisions About Question Wording

1. Can the question be misunderstood? Does it contain'diir cult or unclear phraseology?

Are the words simple enough for the least educated respondent?
/

Are any terms used in a specialized way, and, it' so, is the meaning made clear by pidtures or othemise?

is the sentence short and simple? Is-there anY looseness or ambiguity? VVhat else could the questiori mean to
a respondent?

is the meaning clearly distinguished from other ideas the respondent may think the question-asksideas that
may seem more natural or important to him or her?

Could unintended emphasis on a word or phrase change the question's meaning?

if any suspicion of misunderstandirig remains after questions have been worded.as clearly as possible, good
practice calts for followup questions to determine just what the respondent meant. Calling for an example of
what is meant may suffice.

50



V.

Decisions About Question Content

1. Is the question necessary?just-hoW will On useful?

Does.the subject matter require a separate question, or can it be integrated with other queitiOns?

Is the point already sufficiently covered? .

IS the question unnecessarily detailed and specific for the purpose of the study? For instance, instead of
taking the age of each child In a family, it may be sufficient to get the number of children under 16. What
it yoit really want twknow?

2. Are several questions needed on the subject Matter of tho question?

Should the question be subdivided? Be careful of efforts to cut corners bY combining two IssUes in one
question, such as asking vieWs about changes in wages and hourssin the same question.

3. Does the question adequatelycover the ground Intended?

For example, if you want information about total family earnings, a question about the respondent's "earnings"
may be inadequate, since it may not lead him cir her to mention "other income" or the earnings of others in
the family.'

4. I inion questions, is further information needed about ihe intensity of the respondent's conviction or
gs? , . I

onnection with questions on sterotypes, for example, it may be Important to find out not only whether
respondent has certain stereotyks, but also whaawhiotionif any, is attached to these stereotypek

Techniques for ascertaining Intensitit of opinion include "feeling therilnometers," oNwhich the respondent ,

rates directly that he or she feels "very strongly," "fairly strongly,-wetc.; scales running from one extreme of
feeling to the other; asking about the respondent's behavior (e.g., how niuch he or she has discussed thp ques-
tion or read.about it; whether he or she has joined an prianization or written to'a newspaper, etc.).

5. Does the question need to be more concrete, spPecific, and closely related to the respondent's personal
experience?

Is it ask&I in too Meneral a form? Can the information he,Obtained wire easily by referring it more closely to
the respondent's own behavior?

Does it use psychological aids to aid in recall, such as having the respondent recall experiences in temporal
sequenceworyig back frotn the present, etc.? For example, it is often effective to use behavior indicators
instead of, or along with, subjective expressions of feeling. One can ask not only, "How did you like the
book?" but also "Have yo(Isrerornmended it to anyone else?" 4.

6. Will the respondent give the information that is asked for?

Is the *aerial too private, or embarrassinglikely to lead to resistance, evasion, or deception? WhaNbjection
might a person have to answering? Does the question "put him or her on the spot," or make the respondent
feel he or she is being quizzed? Can one get the information in.a manner which would not offend, or should
It be omitted? Do any special conditions exist at the time and place of the survey to augment suspicion or
resistance?

51
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Survey of Work Pians,of Young Pe

1, lp general, hc do you fool about the opportunities that are open to young people today for getting Jobs and
earning a living? In comparison with, say, a generation ago, would you say thattherf are more opportunities
now, fewer opportunities now, or about the same opportunities now?

More now F.CAYS11111.0.W Same , Don't know

2. About how much schooling do you think most young people need theSe days to get along well :in the world?,

(Show card.)

1. A grammt ar 'school education

12. Some high school.plus tride or business school

3. A high school diploma

4. A high school diploma plus trade or business school

5. Some college plus trade Or business schoOl

6. A college degree

7. A college degree plus additional schooling

No opinion

3. Suppose some outstanding young person asked your advice on what would be one of the best occupations to

1. aim toward. What one occupation do you think you would advise him or her to aim toward? (Interviewer:

write in respondent's answer and thon code.)

/Professional

SomiprofessiOnal

Proprietor, manager, official (except farm)

Farmer or farm manager

Clerical, sales, or similar

52
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9. Craftsman, for man, or similar

Operative or similar work

Domestic, ervice work

/
Protecti e service work/

Other service work/ .

Laborec(farm ur nonfarm)

No bpin'ion
I.

4. What do you think is the most important single thing for a young person to considet when he or she is choos-
ing a life's work? (Report verbatim.)

5. If you had a son Or daughter graduating from high school would you prefer that he or he go ta college, would
you rather have him or her do something else,or wouldn't you care one way or th other?

College . Something else Wouldn't care --Jr; Don't know -4_
6. Suppose your son or daughter had a choice among three types of jobs: a Secure jirb with a low incOme, a job

with good pay 1;ut a 50-50 risk of losing it, or a JOb with extremely high income+ and a treat risk of losing it.
Which would you advise him or her to accept?

Secure joIc'-' 50-50 risk Great risk Do 't know

7. If you had a son or daughter just getting out of school, would you like to see him or her go into poli cs as a
lifework?

. Yes No Don't know.

8. Do you think that today any young person with thrift, ability, and ambition has the opPor nity to rise in
the world, own his or her Own home, and earn, say, $10,000 a year?

Ye No Don't kn

9. FinalN, I'd like to ask you a few questions about your family.

a. 'What kind of work does the head of your househOld do? Interviewer/ write in respondent's ans er

and then code below.)

(a)' Head ofhouse

Professional

Semiprofessional

(b) rather

64
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Seulen 9
flandeut 2'
(continued)

1

54

.1/.114

Proprietor, manager fficial (except farm)

Farmer or farm manager

ClericalisaIes, or shinilar

Craftsman, foreman, or siMirar.

Opeiittive or similar work

Domestic service work

PrOtective service work

Other wrvice work

Laborer (farm or nonfarm)

b. What kind of work daps (did) your father do? (Interviewer: write in respondent's answer and then code

above )

c. What was the name of the last sc

I r

y ou attended?

What was the last yea you completed?

(Intend er: write in respondent's answer and then code in proper column below.)

Male Highest grade

completed

Grammar school

Some high school

High school

g'ome college

College

Postgraduate'

'Female

,..
No,wife/husband

d. What aboljt the education of your wife/husband? (Interviewer: ask same questions as in
c and thph.code in proper column above.).



"

A

sse

e. Would you please look at this card and tell me which letter best indicatesyour total family
income? (Show card.))

A. Less than $2,000 D. $6,000-7,999

B. $2,000-3,999 E. $8,000-9,999

C. $4,000-5,999 F. $10,000 and ovsr

f. Estimated age of reipondent. (Interviewer: estimate, don't ask.)

20-29 40-49 60-69

30-39 50-59 70-plus

g. Sex of respondent. Male Female

h. Interviewer's rating ofsocioeconomic level.

Upper Upper-middle Lower-middle Lower

I. nteMewer's naMe

j. Date

k. City

t!

A

1

6'
4

1 5 5

6

.4



Samge Card

S'

(front of card)

A young person today should have:
1. A grammar school educatioh
2. Some high school plus trade or business

school
3. A high school diploma
4. A high school diplonia plus trade or

,business school 6

5. Some college plus tfrade or business
school

6. A college degree
7. A college degree plus additional

schooling

56

`C

,

,(back of card)

'A. Less.than $2,060
B. $2,000 - 3,999
C. $4,000 - 5,999
IX $6,000; 7,999
E.. .$8,000 - 9,999
F. 410,000 and over

,\

0

f o
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*teacher Interview. Questionnaire

1.

Date.

Sthool & District.

Interviewer:

Hello. I'm , and I'm with the General Learning Corporation in Washington, D.C. We are
working with the Divisiofrof Planning, Research, and Evaluhtion in the State Education Department in Providence.
Our main task is to help plan ways in which criterion-referenced tests might be cle'veloped and used constructively
in Rhode Island. There is concern that the present testing program with standardized or norm-refererrced tests is
of only limited value to teachers, administrators, parents, and others.

As part of our study, we.are talking with sorrfe teachers and others in a number of districts to obtain some fil$-
hand information about how people go about setting goals, planning, testing, and evaltiating educationalprograms
.forthe students'in Rhode Island.

This interview is striCtly anonymous. We will not use your name, or identify your school or district as such. We
would appreciate your views on variobs aspects of the matter. 4

1. First, what grade or grades have you taught this year?

2. Are there formal performance goals and objectives for all the
district in each of the lollowing areas?:

a. RoaCling: Y :

b. English (or other
Language Arts)

.c. Science

d. Math

eAocial Studios

grade students in this

D/K

D/K

b/K.

D/K -
D/K

57
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'

2B.1. How ar e'instfuctional prOgraMs presently planned and eValuited in the area you are most familiarMO

, a. Reading

b. Other Language'NFts
4

4

6 .

d. Math

c. Social Studies

(Go to Q3)

11.

C.

*

2B.2. Does it vary ftir Other subjgcts thatyou know of?

1.

07 . V.

.., or , '
o,

if3. How do teachers determine the needs of students in the different subject areds4t,the begintiln
. 0

.
1,!'. - ho 4

J .
. /

,, joi

, year?

,.
0 )_

d Or ,, -1 lb 1

4. During the year how do teachers at your grade levelttake into account individual flifferences?

. r., yr 'V

1

5. Are you familiar wi.th Project4RIpen-4 State Department's questionnfire.about educational goals?

4

Yes ,

No
f-

6. t- Would It be uleful to you to have a definition and measUres of general elcational goals for all students

(1) in basic skillk and (2 personal and social development?
.- 0 .

1. Yes (How)

No (Why not)

2. . Yes (How)

No (Why not)
r

,2 .

7. What has been yoyr experience in writingbehavioral objectives? What subject areas?

(If some, go to Q7A)
(If none, go to Q8)

- 4
# 7A. What has been your experience-in using test items keyed to behaviOral objectives? What areas?

,.f

,

k, .,
f I .

V tr.

.1- "
J- -

8... Do you see crlte n-referenced t6ts diffe4ng from present st:andat:dized Dr nor1n-referenced tests? (If
,: .,., ,

- . . .
.. yes, *what Ways?) -4*. v

i .) $1 ,', 4* , -

.
,

.. ,..,-,....,
.4- 58 9.6% 0 ^

V.

4

A

I
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NCAE Questionnaire
4

RETURN TO:

THE. NATIONAL CENTER FOR ALCOHOL EDUCATION

1601 North Kent Street --
Arlington, Virginia 22O9

Application

I. Name:

Position:

Name and Address of Organization:

, . . .
, Telephone:,

.. Date of Birth: . Sex:

)a srt
Recrered Alcpholie: Yes No If yes, years sc::riety

. 90.-.

Educ'ation:

Higbest grade completed
dr. .

Type of degree

Years in current po'Sition: °

,+L--...

Total years of administrative experience:

List twO positions held immediately before becomin adminitrator of this progrpm: .

1.

2.

Have yo4 had any previous trainitYg.in:.
t

Program management and administration Yes. No

Mobilization,and Lise of community resourcts Yes No

Evaluation of programsond services
, ,

a

0.

Yps No



Are you responsible for more than ono halfway house?

It so, how many?
.r

Wliat is the e'stimated population of the city where your program is located?

0.7 25,000

25 - 50,000

50 - 100,000

100,000 & over

Do you consider this an:

Urban area

Suburban area

)lural area

Other (specify)

(7,

. II. Profile of Program

. Staffing

Number of full-time staff:

,. Positions:

Ii
:#0**

Number of part-time staff:

POsitions:

Numbor of volunteer staff:

sGrants and Funding Sources

Total operating budget for previous year

60



Type

Local

State

Federal

Amounthr.
DoiundIng sources Impose operating
rules, regs., etc.?

Yes No

Yes- No

Yes No

Third-Party Payments Yos 4 No

Donations

Charities, foundations
(United Fund, Community
Chest, etc.)

Other (specify)

Vv.

'GI>

Yes No

Yes No .

Yes NO

. Client fees/year

A

What is the weekly fee charged to resident?

Is this weekIy fee negotiable?

Does majority of client fees come from:

Client earnings?

Subsidizing agencies (welfare; voc. rehab.)?

Yes No '

What is tho client capacity of your program?

What is the average number of clients in residence at any point in time?

Client Characteristics

Majority of clients ar.e of what socioeconomic status?

Majority ethnic population.scred:

White

Black

Spanish-speaking

Other (4mcify)

4

46 1
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silon 9
Andout 4

continued

Clientele sex ratio:

All male

All female

Mixed percentage of men percentage of w'omen

Age range of clients

Average age of clients

Approximate length of client stay

What pbrcentage of your client intake canes from recruitment efforts?

62

What percentage of your clients are self-referred?

What percenta4 of client intake comes from referral sources?

Malor referral sources:

Legal courts, probation, etc.

Medical hospitals, mental health centers;other treatmenragencies,-

Social Service Agencies welfare, vocational rehabilitation, etc.

Other (specify)

Program Services

Services offered clients:

Does program Provide detoxification (medical withdrawal assistance) on premises for new or readmitteg

clients?

Is A.A. involved in program services? Inhouse Out-of-house

or

r'



.50100:9*
I.Hondout4,
(contloiled)

Advlsory.Boards

Does program have:

a. Advisory Board which represents a parent agency?

If so, namo 0.,f parent agency:,

." Community Advisory Boar&

\--Askiations

4,
,r

Is there a halfway house association within your state? Yes

Are you or y6u-r program a member? Yes No

Regulatory Agencies

Is your program regulAted by standards at the:

State level

Local level Yes No

YeS No

iJ
.\\

Do these staildards:

a. Help program Yes No

40

b: Hind& program Yes No

Explain briefly:\

Are you aware of sthndards that are being developed on a natiN,wide

basis and why they are being developed?

Ill. Needs 11,011'

Yes . No

How do you think you mould benefit by attending this training proyam?
,

ifs.,

63
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How do you think your program will benefit?

9

What do you feel are the most pressing probleMs you have in managing your program?

rnternally:

I,

In relation to other agencies:

In relation to community:

If you could acquire the use of a competent consultant, what would you use hirn, or her for?

A

4b



Halfway House Administrators' Training Program

Needs Awssment Form

To prospective training program participants:

I t is our aim to conduct a training program on halfway house administration that will be as useful As possible to
thosewho attend. To that end we ask you to consider topics ;hat might be included and rate them in order of
their importance to you in improving your ability to dP your job effectively.

NCAE Staff

Directions: Listed below arc six categolies of knowledge and skills often needed by halfway house directors.
Under each category (fiscal management, personnel, etc.) are listed some related topics. To help us design a
training programMost appropriate tb your needs, please read each topic and cifele the appropriate nUmber as
follows:

..1 =

2 .=

3 =

importanr to include
nice to include
do not include

NA = "not applicable"; not part of my job

Then, in the space provided, add any topics not on the list that you think are importan.t to include in.the training
program, or comment on the topics listed. For example, is there a particular aspect of that topic that you find
particularly troublesome or_ that you think should be ernphasivid? ,

co,fff
F iscal Management

Annual budget preparation

Monthly and quarterly reports

Financial records

Good busins Pr,actices

Third-patty payments

Insurance

Contracting for goods and services

Were to look for funds

Money-saving techniques

Director/board relationships

1 2 3 111

1 2 3 NA

1 2' 3 NA
f t

.1 2 3 NA

..-) 1 2 3 NA

2 3 NA

2 3 NA

1 2 3 NA

.1 2 3 NA

1 2 3 NA
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. (toiitinUed):

. : ';, , . ' .

.

. Comments, suggested additional topio, etc.:

.)

Personnel

Staff requirements, schedules, coverage 1 2 3 NA

Job descriptions, duties and responsibilities 1 2 3 NA

. .

Salaries, benefits. 1 2 3 NA

Job satisfaction (career development) 1 ' 2 3 NA

On-the-job training 1 2 3 NA

Hiring and firing 1 2 3 NA.

Resolving conflicts 1 2 3 NA

Policies for field placements (interns, graduate
students) 1 2 3 NA

Use of volunteers 1 2 3 NA
.

Evaluating job performance 1 2 3 NA
. 1

Making assignments, delegating responsibilities 1 2 3 NA
, st

Comments, suggested additional topics, etc.:

Prograni

,

Progrart description

Intake Criteria, procedures, policies

tlVsident °cords

66

1 2 3 NA

1 2 3 NA

1 2 3 NA



Resident rights

Physical environment

Monitoring activities

Fire, zoning, and building codes

Accreditation and otkier operating requirements

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

3

Comments, suggested additional topics, etc.:

Community Relationships

"Continuum of care" concept

nfluencing public policies and regulations on\
1 3 'NA

e

halfway houses, etc. 1 NA

Locating potential resources 1 2 NA.

- Affiliate agreements 1 2 Y NA .

Public relations (use of media) 2 3 NA

Liaison Atith agency representatives 1 3 NA

Coordination of resources for individual
residents 1 2 NA

./

Referrals 1 2' 3 NA .

01,-

Corhments, suggested additional topics, etc.:

67
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Sossion 9
Handout 4
(continued)

Planning

Determination of needs ).

/.)
Setting realistic goalS

Establishing priorities

Organizing and using information

1 2. NA

NA

1 2 3 NA

1 2 3 NA

010

Comments, suggested additional topics, etc.:

Using Data,for Decisionmaking

As a basis for chahge

Collecting relevant.information

Identifying problems

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

NA

NA

NA

-Comments, suggested additional topics, etc.:

4

Now that you have rated the above topics, please go back and indicate by using the numbers 1 through 6 the "

order of importance you attach to each category. For example, if you think Community Relationships is the
most iMportant category, place a "1" next to it. If you think Fiscal Management is seco5d in importance, place
a "2" next to it, and so on.

Thank you for the time you have taken to complete this form. Please add any other comments you think would
help the planners of the training program.

68
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Steps in Questionnaire Construction

(for fllp chart 1)

What

Who

First Drat

Revise

Pretest and Edh

Procedures

Factors in Questionnaire Construction

(for flip chart 2)

The Form of Response

The Place in Sequence

The Wording

The Content

A
0

^7



The Secretary's Hold Button

Probl Statement

The sta an alcoholiSM treatment agency has received several complaints from clients about the telephone
manners o e agency secretaty. She is the person who handlevs all incoming calls. On two documented occations
in thp past week, she has put acutely intoxicated clients on "hold" for 5 minutes.or mord, and her manner has
been abrupt. The agency director has asked-you, as the training officer, tdmeet with her in order to determine
the cause of this problem.

Cast:

AntagonistSecretary

ProtagonistInterviewer (Training pfficer)

4

70
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The I nterview

'

#
01

,

The personal interview'is one method of gatherkl data about the performance of an incumbent in a specific posi-
tion. Talking with the worker's supervisor, the woV.ker perton, or a group of workers offers the advaniages Of a
quick exposuce-Th the feelin6 and attitUdes of die worker about his or her job, and.a firsthand opportunity to
gain the worker's assistance in analyzingthe puses of performance problems. However,interviews are costly in
terms of dine and prepration, and the information gained from them is sometimes subject to the subjective
interpretations of the ipterviewer. . ,

There arelwo basic types of interview that you may want tqluse in a performance anfitsis:

The first type of interview is the standardized or stguctUredinterview. This type of intervie will be most
useful when you want to obtain tha same type, quantity, and quality of informatiortfrom all the- people

0 with whom you- tallc The standardized interview consists of a series of predetermined Cjuestions which the
interviewer asks of all interviewees in the same manner 'and order.-

The second type of interview is the'nonstandardized interyieo. be most useful when you want 6)
explore broad problems wth a number of people. It is used tosairi increased understanding and insight
rather than specific data.

There ai-e four basic steps for the planning of any interview:

1. Whatever your needs are, and no matter Which.type'af interyjew format yon may use, you need to determine
in advance what your objective is for theintgniiew. Why P'recNely are you talking with ihis person or group, .

and--what do you want to knpw when the interview is completed
6
that you did not know before? .

,
....

'.

2. Once yotir ective ave been determined, select the area's which*ou will need to cover in the interview
,

'in order to achi e those bbjectives.,All topics.to be covered should_be relevant, specific,,and appropriate -,

to the situation nd to problems of both the interview( and We inteMewee. ." - .
,:. r,

,,,
.. ., ,-t , . .Arrange the topics to be covered in a lo'gicalpqance. If you ate plitrfning a standardized interview, the

topics need to be presented it;1..ttie lilaYm-of a series of questions designed to,elicit the informatiyou need.
Use 14e same guidelin.es-forthe construction of these questions that you- would use-for the constr'dtlion of
.a queStionnaire. -Fife'qu'estions need to be clear, short, unembarrassing, and understandable to the inter- (. view& * .

4. _Plan in advance your introduction to the intervieW. You should cover the purpose of the inu-"Aiew, the
group ellfe ople who will be interviewed, and how you will use this data when you have it. In some cases,
it would be apprOpriateto offer to make the regnIts-of the series of interviews availabl%to'those involved
once you have correlated and interpreted it. .,

i 4

Once you have completed these preparations, you need to pay some attention to the setting in which.an intervieW
willoccur. Is privaCy necessary to die success of the interview? People will talk rinore freelY in a private setting.
Is that what you want? Should thelintervliw occur on your turf or theirs? People will feel more comfortable and
at case in their own offices, but they may also feel more in control; and thereby attempt to divect the purpose of
the sessi.On. What atmosphere would be most conducive to your purposes? A neutral territory for example, a

ir4staurant --might be a solution. .,,

82
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What kin0 atmosphere deryou;want to create? If you sit atross a tuble ftonli.thei;ihterviewee, a feeling of

....equaity and task orientation may result. If ftw.ar`er behind clesk, he or she will feel suliordinate. If you slt
' together with no mthing between you,. yob, will ate a cnorp relaxed, social, atmosPhereA walk-,together while

. ,a*
talking, will create the 'sarnë feeling with a sense of activity that may result in A nere impactful rola fO,Khe

..
iriterviewee.

4°

t i , e, .. ... 4
. g 4.) ...

Thurpersonal style will algo Nave great In=n17'the respdnses of the interviewee. Those Of you with counseling
. , ,

LI .)

beckgrounds-know.all the tricks here. In an unstandardjzed intervie0, open-ended questions will elicit'. more
,"' information th'an a yes-no question: Above all'remember the fact that.your job is togather infôrrnation, not to

. judge it or the person wliko gives it.Dot argue or criticize either verbally or attIttidinally..This willorily stolt .

Pa :
the flow of information from the interviewee. Ityou are dealing With an issue that is sensitike to the interviewee,

, ..

let the person know that you understand What he or she is saying by feeding back to him or het your percePtion

.. oit.WiVt'i,s,,being said. ,...,"111 other Words ...," and " hat I hear you saying isa: ..''! are two good ways to'be:g1W that 7

'enable you to`check the.acctiraCy Of yOur percept ns while you let the interviewee know Olaf you care and hear
6 .

6 what he or she is telling you,. r '4 , ..4 . *
.

. - .

Group interviews can reveal the dynarnio of a wOrk situation and also providesinterviewees with the sounding
boards they sometimes rieed.to provide verbal inf6rmation. If you keep the objectives of theinterview clearly :.

h

,'44

e 41 '14 .
V

I.. '""?.* /
II

dai

J#

4 in your mind, you should be able to sit back and listen to tire grbup, throwingin qUestions or comMents designed
only to keep the group on course,. 'This is also one way of eliminating the time/costlactot ofInteNews; but it
sometimes fails to elicit accurate or cOmPlete_inforination because the anonymity factor is not present.

.
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Interyjekhecklisf

,

A s
.

-..
t.

'A

.1

W lit

Tho folloitg checklist is providedlo assiski4 revie ing interview.sesslons:.
4, ,

11,
kt

4

1. ,Kre the obtcttives clearly Oefinedf.
,.,. ,

-2. Is the introductory.atatement complete and convincing?
.

3. Does the schedule deal witlOtems that respOndents are likbly to feel genuinely importan,0

4. 11-lave.irivial and Irrelevant 4uestionsvbeen avoided? k . .
.1 I, - ,,,

5.' Do the qu'estions avoid unnecessary dOtails or specifications? t.
.

-' 6. Are the question's clear and uriambiguous?. -..:

, 7
%

Do the'questions ft the re*ondent's situation?
, 't ,,..

8. Ar leading questions avoided?..
0 4

.. .. ... . , .0
9. Do the- duestions,pncourage the respondent to be definite in his-or her answprs without forcing dafiniteness

wherelit is inapoopriate? . c
a K o

1 M0, Do the questio elicit respfonses of su(ficlent depth to avoid saperficiality? .

11. Are questions asked-in such a way that the respondent will not be embarrassed? ,
ri

12. .Are questions asked in'such a way that the respontient.will not feel thatithere is a hidden purpose in the
Interview?

N.. 13. Do the .questions permit the respontnt p5 present his or her own point of view or frame of refer.ence? \.

4,.

4

,r 14: Is the schedule complete?

1.1

".

v .

...............
-
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Session 10
'Handout N
Handout

tabuse
)

Problem Statement

An alcoholism treatment fac ty as recemly. hired a psychiatAst to prescribe Antabuse to some of its clients. in
the 3 mo'nths hehas been there, only offe clienthas been referred to him for Antibitse by the counseling staff,
The directa'of the diency has asked you, as a trainer,.to meet with the senior counselor of the agency. The
purp9se of the meeting is to determine the cause of the performance prgblem.

'The Cast:

AntagonistSenior Counselor

ProtagonistInterviewer

The ReCordkeeping Problem

Problem Statement

a
An alcoholism treatment agency has been told by the JCAH accreditAtion team that it will be denied accredita:1
lion unless it revises its recordkeeping System. Up until now, the counselors have' kept no record Of treatment
plans for-lients dr of the implemtrttation and evaluation of such treatment plms. The agency dirhtor and a
training officer from another nearby alcoholism agency are Meeting to determinepe cause of this problem.
The Rainer has been asked by the director to prov de consultation on the dtveloepment of a training solution
to lem.thiis prob

ThOiCast

An tagonist- reaor

Proti noist-Ttitining Officer

*I

)It
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Interview Planning Guide

1 . What are your objectives for this interview?

0.

12, What topics do you need to Cover in order to achieve your objectives?

3 In what order will you cov.er these topics?

V.

'
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Handout 1

J ob Descriptions

I

J ob Descriptiso

9irector, Alcoholism Treatment Aglincy

Duties: To take administrative and sup.e.rvisory responsibility for staff of four prOfessionals and six
paraprofessionals.

To take programing and'community coordinatiovesponsibility for a comprehensive, community-based
agency.

To be responsible for insuring a level of agency functioning

Job Description:

Alcoholism Counselor, City Healii Department, Alcoholism Treatment Unit

Duties: To be responsible for a treatment case load of 25, individuals, from innike through treatment terMination.
Must be capable of both group and individual counseling, and of functioning on a Multidisciplinary
team. Some community education and Inservice training'responsibilities.

meet JCHA accreditation standards.

41

Job Description:

New Father of Twini
. ,

Duties: Must be responsible for insuring dependable income, providing etfibtional support for new mother, and
sharing infant-care responsibilities from 6 p.m. 10 6 a.m. weekdays and full time on -weelends and

II,

holkiays.

11

76'
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'Selection Criteria

. (for fllp charil)

Common need of the learner

Common interest of the learner

Mixed or shared Characteristics

Time and resource constraints

.0

Examples Common Need

1,

ft

Examples of the common-need basis of training group selection are:

(1)

Session 11
Neforence 1
Reference 2.

a

Tr4ning Secretaries .

Not all secretaries need to know how to take shorthand; for example, sqme might have access to Dictaphone
equipment. Before undertaking training of any secretarial groups, therefore, the trainer should perform a
training group analysis that would determine which seCretaries need to know shorthand. Specific groups for
those who do need to know and those skho don't can then be formed.

(2) Training Managersy Trainirig Programs

A training program fortraining managers might be broken doWn into those ho iced t61-riardelivery
skills and those, such as Managers of training programsmho Cio not.

(3) Counselor Training

Counselors function best when using Counseling methods with which they Jre comfortable. Therefore the
initial training group analysis should.separate the group as a whole into sm Dm' units based on a common

degree df comfort with particularmettrods'.

4.
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Session 12
Handout 1.

lb

Self.Test

A. Do the following statements include performances? Does each at least tell whaethe learner.,will be doing
when demonstrating achievement of the objective?

0

Acs% qtates a
Performance

I, YES NO

0.

'I Understand the piinciples of salesmanship.

2. Be able to write three examples of the logical fallacy of the undistributed middle.

3. Be able to understand the meaning of Ohm's Caw.

4.. Be able to name the bones of the body.

S. Know the needs for nursing care associated with the stresses qf life situations and
with common aspects of illness.

6. Be able to really understand the plays of Shakespeare.

7. Be able to identify (circle) objectives that include a statennt of desired
performance.

8. Besable to recognize that the practical application of democratic ideals
requires time, adjustment, and continuous effort:.

9. Appreciate the ability of others, and perform s an_intelligent speaat
1

10. Be al* to.describe the indications for the use of a pacemaker.

'Source: Magor, R.F. Preparing Instructiongi Objectives Od ed.) (Boknont, Calif.: Foaron Pu6lIshers, Inc., 1115), pp, 124-26,
128,130.

78
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Self-Test
{*

#.0

1/

7

Spislon 1
Handout 1

(cdntinued)

. , .

t-tel'i
. . . . .

B. Read the statements below: Pl)ce a checkmirk the apabpriatb column to indicate' ny char stic of a
o useful objective you find in each. _

es.

11. Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of mognetism.

12. Be able to write an 6s4y on evolution.

13. Using any reference materials, c able to name correctly every item shown on
eich of 20 blueprihts.

14. Be able to write a description of the steps involved in making a blueprint.

15: On the 25-yard range, be ab1c to draw your service revolver and fire five p5unds
from the hip within 3 seconds. At 25 yards all rounds must hit the standa0
silhouette target.

1q. Be able to know w e l l th cardinal r f gra mar.

1i. Given an oral descriptio o'f Ore vents inVolv in anraccident, be able to fill
out a standard accident repor

18. Be able to write a coherent essay on the subj t "How to Write Objectives for
4,a,Course in Law Appreciation.";Course notes aylbe used, as well as any

Oreferendes.

Be able to deVerop logical approaches in the solution of personnel problems.

Withoul itiefence materials, be able to delcribe three common points of vidw
- regarding racial ipferiority or superiority that are not supPorted by available

. research.

*

.

.1+ --
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Sosslon 12
4 ' Handout 1

- (conlinued)

9.1

flow'd You Do?:
,

Et

.1 - I

-

ay

S.

I.
r A

. .

States a
Performance
YES NO

1. Understand the principles of salesmanship,

2. Be able to three examples of the logicaLfallacy of the undistributed middle.

3. Be able to understand the meaning of Qhm's Law.

4. Be able to the bones of the body.

V#'

V

V

S. Know the needs for nursing care associated with the stresses of life situations and
_..........114with common aspects of illness.

.4!

0 --.-. V6. Be able to really understand the plays of Shakespeare
C

.

77M3e able to identify (circle objectives that include a statement of desired
performance. tit

0-7' 8. Be able to recognize that the practical application of-democratic ideals .

requires time, adjustment, and continuous effort. ( .Y._
9. Appreciate the ability& others, and perform as an ihtelligent spectator.

10. Be able toqe_scrili)the indicatiOfts for the use of a pacemaker.

A
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Self-Test

.

Performances are Circled.

Conditions are underlined.
Criteria are in italics.

Session 12
Handont 1

(continued)

111

. Uz #)
< z Z

a 1 0 0
4 0

Z
.. . 8p a 0 ,

,

11. Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of magnetism,

12. Be able to write an essay on evolution.

13. Using any reference mqterlals, be able te correctly everY Item shown on
each of 20 blueprint's. .

,
14. Be able t description a the steps involved lrrmaking a blueprint.

15. On the 25-yard range, be ablel your service revo1ver6cill
within 3 secon .s. At 25 yards all rounds mast kt the standard -

411houette targer.

16. Be able to know well the card' al rules of grammar
%,

17. Given an oral description of the events Involved In an acklent,be ab
a standard accident report.

18. Bo" able to write a coherent ,essay on the subject "I-Low tO ivrite Objectives for
a Course in Law Appre.ciatiOil..",.eourSt nOtes maji be used, as well as any
referenc,es, 9

° 4 0
1 9 be able td'clevelop logicOl approach'es in theAurion of personnel problems.

-20. Withbut rWerence' rnaterjalcs, Lablet three common points of view
regarding racial inferiority or'supertority that are not supported by available
research.

4

e%

'
.

V- V

4%

t/

,
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Self-Diagnostk Work Sheet
C

;

CHARACTERISTICS OF

.
ADULT LEARNERS

".,

THINGS I. Dii 'THAT FULFILL
THESE CHAMCTERISTICS

THINGS) DO THAT VIOLATE
THESE CHARACTERISTICS

.

,..

. 4

1. Self-concept
,

.

. . .

_.

.

,.

,

.

. '(--

.

,
.

.

.

.

,

.

,

4.

.

2. Accumulated
Experience

.

. -

..
.

.
_

.

\

.

,

.

,.

.

3. Readin8s to
Learn

'

1

1

s

\

.

t
I

i

o

.

(

.

\

E.

I

,

4. Immediacy of
Application

, .

I
,

.

1

. ,

1

1

.

.

0

,

r

;From the monograph "The Leader Looks at the Learning Climatele by Malcolm Knowles. Published and copyrighted by Leader-

ship Resourcet, Inc., Falk Church, Va. It is reproduced here by special written permission of the publisher.
9.
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Discussion Questions

. (for flIpchart 1)

,r4,. mfe. '.

. . . .

. ..

1. Cite examples of learning activities that make use of one or more of the
four principles of adult learning.

2. What problems might these activities present to the traditional teacher?

'Session 13 .

Reference 1.
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Session 14
Handoui 2

itr

.

Methods Categories

1. Presentation Methods

Leaure
Television Video
Debate
Dialog
Interview
Symposium
Panel

Demonstration
Motion Picture, Slides
Recording, Radio
Dramatization
Exhibits
Annotated Reading Lists
Programed Instruction
Self-instructional Materials

2. Participation MethodsLarge Group

Question and Answer Period
Forum
Listening Teams
Reaction Panel
Buzz Groups.
Audience Role Play

3. Participation MethodsSmall Group

Brainstorming
Case Discussion
Guided Discussion
Book-based Discussion
Problem-solving Discussion
Creative Thinking
Fishbowl

84
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4. Simulation Methods

Role Play
Crltickincident Process
Case Method
In-basket Exercises
Games

S. Human Re !Bons Methods

T-Groups
Labiaratory Training
Sensitivity Training
Nonverbal Exercises
Values Clarification Exercises

4.

.1

Section 14
Handout 2

(continued)

85
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Sample Action Words to Describe .

Expected 'Learning OutcOmes

rognitiVe potnain*

associate choose

idehtity compare
indicate contrast
label decide .

locate differentiati;
name recogniie
'reply select
state,
eite

- characterize calculate adapt
classify compile ,administer-
group . compute analyze,
match convert create.
rank define develop
rate deternline diagnose
specify diagram formulate
tabulate evaluate synthesize

-.......... inlerpret

...
enumevte organize

list plan

Affective Domain

like . empathize
excited. appreciate
patient approve

Cornfortable interested
alert independent
sensitive confident

' respect, /

Psychomotor Domain

grasp assemble

lift copy
press insert
pull load
rotate remove

tighten replace

turn ttace
twist type

+ the Words in this category are organized into five columns of increasing complexity. The words in the firs
behaviors requiring recall of facts; the words in the last column describe behaviors of a problem-solving.

II

86
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Types of(Learning Task Sheet

Cognitive Learning ObjeCtive

Affective Learning Objective

desychomotor Learning Objective

_/

1'
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Session 14
, Handout 5

Appropriate Meth75s

*Cognitive Type of Learning Outcome

PRESENTATION

Lecture
Television,Video Tape
Debate
Dialog
Interview
Symposium
Panel

Grpup Interview
Demonstration
ColloquY

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

Question-and-Answer Period

Forum
Listening Teams
Audience Reaction Panel
Buzz Groups
Audience Role Playing
Case piscussion

Case Method

nowl dge, Understanding)

IL

114

Motion Picture
Slide Film
Dramatization
Recording
Exhibits
Field Trips
Reading
Computer-assisted Instruction
Essays

Exams

Adapted and reprinted by permission from Malcolm Knowles, Modem PructIce of Adult tducatIon (New York: Association Press,
1970), p. 292.
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1

, Affective type of learning outcome (attitudes, values interests)

Experience-sharing discussion
Role playing
Case method

Games

T-Group
Nonverbal exercKes

Counseling
Consciousness-raising groups
PerformIng arts, dramatization
Fi&l.trips
Values clarification exercises
Some presentation techniques

_

Psychomotor types of learning outcomes (performing physical skills)

Skill clinic
Drill
Coaching
Behavior modification
Simulation games ,

Demonstration and rikractitv
In ternship

Sessiod
Handout S .

(continued)
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Handoui 6

Training of Trainers-t-Selected BibliOgraphy

Session 14

If Mager, Robert F., and Pipe, Peter. Analyzing Performance ProOlems, or You Really Oughta Wanna. Belmont,

DESIGN AND DELIVERY

.

4

1"..1::aBenne, W. D., and G'reene, B.-I. Educational implications of Self-Concept Theory. Pacific Palisades,

,A

Bibliography of Reseakh on Group Training. 344 references listed in Pfeiffer, J. W., and Jones, J. E. .

American Society for Training and Development. ASTD Professional Development Manual (for trainetS).

Gordon, T. Parent Effectiveness Training. New York: Peter H. Wyden, Inc., 1971.

Bion, W. R. Experiehces in Groups. New York./ Basic Books, 1959.

Dye(rWilliam. Modern Theory and Method in Group Training. New York: Van Nostrand, Reinhold, 1972.

Buflough, Robert S, Creating Instructional Materials. Columbus;Ohio: Charles E. Memle Publishing

Egan, G. Face to Face: The Srhall-Group Experience andinterpersonal Growth. Monterey, Calif.: Brooks/

Engel, Herbert M. Handbook of CrIptIve Learning Exercises. Houston, Tex.: Gulf Publishing Company,

Johnson, Stuart R., and Johnson, Rita B. Developing individualized instructional Material, Palo Alto,

Hiliard, Ernest R. "Learning Theory and Its Applications," New Teaching Aids for the American Classroom.

Kemp, Jerroki E. Instructional Design: A Plan for Unit and CoursefDevelopment.'Belmont, Calif.: Fearon

Mager,' Robert F. Gbal Analysis. Belmont, Calif.: Fearon Publishers, 1972.

Miles, Matthew B. Learning to Work InGroups, A Program Guide for educational Leaders, New York:

Lu ft, J. Group Processes: An Introduction to Group Dynamic's. Palo Alto, Calif.: National Press, 1.963,

Calif.: Goodyear Publishing Cdmpany, Inc., 1969.

Cole, 1973.

v

Company, 1974.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1962.

Calif.: Westinghouse Learning Press; 1970.

Calif.: Fearon PUblishers,,1970.

Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 1971.

Madison, Wis.: ASTD, 1974.

1973.

Publishers, 1971.

The 1974 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators. San Diego, Calif.: University Associates, p. 1qo.

I

4'

..

Preparing Instructional Objectives. Belmont, Calif.: Fearon Publishers, 1971.
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National Drug Abuse Training Center. A Manual for Training Design Validation. Arlington, Virginia:
National Drug Abuse Training Center, 1974. 1 ,

/
National Training Laboratory Institute. Reading Book: Laboratories in Human Relations Training, Learn-

.
ing Resourres. Fairfax, Virginia'. National Training Laboratory Instiftute, 1973.

..
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Sesilon 14
, Handout 6

(continued)

DESIGN AND DELIVERY (Continued).

Pfeiffer, J. William, and Hes lin', R. instrumentation in Human Relations Training. San Diego, Calif.: Univer-
..

' . sity Associates, 1973.. .

. Pfeif er, J. William, and Jones, John E. Ttie Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators and Allandliook of
Structured Experiences for Human Relations Training, vol. I-IV. San Diego; Calif.: University Asso-
ciites, 1972.

Rice, A. K. Learning for'Leadership. London: Tanslock Publications, 1965.

II. EVALUATION
A/

Bloom, B., Hastings, J. T.,,and Madaus, G. Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation of Student
Learning. New York:" McGraw-Hill, 1971.

Craig, R. arfcl Bittel, L., (eds.) Training and Development Handbook. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1961.
Harless, H. H. Objective Objectives, Falls Church, Virginia: Harless Technologists, 1972.

Harless; J. H., and Lineberry, C. S. An Ounce of Analysis. Falls Church, Va.: Hariess Technologists, 1972.

Mager, R. F. Masuring instructional Intent. Belmont, Calif.: Fearon Publishers, 1973.

Margolis,-P. Training by Objectives. Combridge: McBer and Company, 1970.

Popham, J. Criterion-Re?erenced .Measurement. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Educational TechnoTogy Publi-
cations, 1971.

Thorndike,' R. L., (ed.) Educational Measurement kal ed.). Washington, D.C.: American council on
Education, 1971.

Tracey, W . Designing Training and Development Systems. New York: American Management Assjciation,
1971. I.

Weiss, C. Evaluation Research. New erseY : Prentice-Hall, 1972.

III; PERIODICALS
.a

American Society for Training and DeveloPment. TrainThg and Development journal. Madison, Wis.

Educational Technology Publications. Educational Technohky. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

IV. CASSETTE MATERIALS

Chaddock, Paul f-1: "How o Design a Train-the-Trainer Course (cassette no. T003). Lis Angeles, Calif.:
Developtnont Digest mpany, 1973.

Note: This is ole of many tapes on training put gut by the American Society for Training ahd Development
(ASTD). You can send for their latest listing by writing ASTD, P.0,. Box 5307, Madison, Wis.

.53705.

- Mager, Robeil ics, and Pipe, Peter. "Criterion-Referenced Instruction." (A 3-week, 38-module coursd that
represents the state of the art in individualized instruction for designing training programs.) This
course may be, obtained by writing Mager Associates, Inc., 13245 Rhoda Drivs, Los Altos Hills, Calif.

'94022.
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ABSTRACT

PEOPLE RECALL
1 OV0

CONCRETE

20%

304

50%

=70%

The Cone of Experience
-10

Types of Materials

owl/

Verba Books, pamphlets, reprints, teaching machine programs, (
Symbols programed text, homemade materials

Visual Symbols
Flat maps, chalfboards, sketches, cartoons,
diagrams, charts, graphs ,

'Recordings, Radio,
Still Pictures

Photographs, illustrations, filmstrips,
slides, recordings

Motion Pictures

Television

Films, discussion guides

Program guides, vided tapes,

discussion guides

Exhibits

Field TriPs

Displays, bulletin boards, posters

Demonstrations

Dramatized Experiences

ton trived Experiences

Itineraries, observation guides

Apparatus, raw materials, chalkboard

Plays, scripts, puppetry

Models, mockups, objects, specimens

Direct, Purposeful Experiences Work sheets observation guides,
'Pomanuals

ti)

(,)

CD
Fefirri Edgar Dale, Audlo-VIsual MetlOds In reachIng, rev. ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart, arid Winston, 1946,.,1954), p. 00. Reprinted.by permission of Holt, Rinehart,

and WinstOn.

0 3
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. Session 15
Handout 1

6

What

A carefully prepared dral presentation of inforMation presented for the purpose of having others understand
the information ar to motivate or influence the,attitudes of the listeners.

Factors wh4 influence choice of th lecture as the teaching method are:
D

1 . degree or expertke or knowledge qfzthe instfuctor in relation to group knowledge. Where iS the knowl-
edge? If it is in the group alreadV, the trainer should use the group.

2. the size of the learning group-20 or more.
a. time availablea lecture is quick.
4. availability of other self4nstructional materials.
S. goals of the trainingiactivities.

v4.

Advantages

The lecture offers a more-direct and controlled flow of information than other methods. It:

1. conserves time,
2. is a persuasive technique, .
3. presents a system and orderfor a large volume of facts,
4. can make effective use of audiovisual aids, and 1

S. can make information available to those who cannot use printed materials,

Disadvantages

The lecture:

1. may be dull,
2. lacks group participation,
3. requires more lengthy research preparation,
4. requires speaking ability, and -

5. focuses on the.instructor rather than the learner.

Components of a Good Lecture

A good lecture should: "`

1. motivate group interest and link the subject matter to the interest, values, and needs of the audience.
2. be well organized and clear. Learners in the "audience" role are not used to working very hard on the

activity. Use orderly sequence, clear trinsitions, etc.
3. be well developed.
4. be well presented in terms of physical, vocal, and attitudinal faciors.

105



How to Prepare

'Se/Lion ls
Handout 1

(Ontinued)

1. Analyze the learning group. Start with the learner and assess what he or she knows already, his or her
needs and characteristics (age, education, readiness to learn, etc.).

2. Determine the goal (eXatt purpose) to be accomplished. Why does the learner need to know, by when,
how will it be used?

3. Determine the main points and do necessary research. Lijnit the number tO three or fouraudiences
can't handle more than four points.

4.. Organize main points, stibpSints., and materials: Determine sequence.(time, space, logical, topiCal, easy-
'to-difficult, interest level, cauSe-to-effect, problem and solution, etc,;) in advance.

5. Develop and support the points. Several development techniques or methods can be used depending on
; the objective. Forexample:

to instruct:

a. explanation process,
b. defini tion 'process
c. classification process
d. description
e. narration

to persuade:

a. appeal to emotions, feelings
b. reasyning process
c. human interest stories
d. use of vivid detail

to illustrate:

a. comparisons
b. statistics and data
c. quotations
d. specificityactual names, places, happenings., events (we lose interest in the abstract
e. use of familiar, close-to-home examptes'
f. human interest

6. Analyze the environment; for example, will a microphone be needed?
'GI

ror

4 .
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Session 15
Hand Out 1
tcontinued)

Siample Outline of a GoOd Lecture

Lecture topic:

Goal (Purpose):

(Title)

(Sentence or two)

Nature'of Audience: (Paragraph)

INTRODUCTION

I. Interesting and arousing opening sentence (gain attention).

Relatibn of topic to group (establish common ground).

BODY

I. Statement of purpose and)ummary of main points.

II. - Examples.

I I I. II l(ustrations.

IV. Full development of subpoints with examples and illustrations.

CONCLUSION

I. Summary of points.

II. Future application oftis material.

III. What will'be covered at.next session.

4111a11.

Adapted and reprinted by permission from "The Lecture" by Harold P. Zelko in Training and Development Handbook, Robert L.
Craig and Lester R. Bittel, (eds.), (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), pp. 1111-153.
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Demonstotion

What ,

A dernonstration is a carefully prepared presentation that shows how to perform an act or use a proceaure.
It.is accompanied'by appropriateia1,ind visual explanations, illustrations, and questions. The basic process '

is show and tell and practIce.

.4

0

Session 15 ,

Handout ?/.

Whe

se a dem nstration to:

ach 'how to perform an act, use a new procedure, or product;
romote confidence that a procedure is feasible for the learner to undertake;

3. promote interest in learning and use of a procedure; and
present prledures that are demonstrable and for which an expert is available.

Advantages
. .

-

.."... .

The demonstratiOn otfers the opportunity for:
..

1. -practice under expert guidance; . # .
I2. immediateforrection of error; and ,

A, .>

3. more direet experience of learning than oral or written presentation of same material.

Limitations

The demonstration:
4

1. may be expensive, bulky, and inconvenient;
2. should be restricted to a small number of learners (one-to-one would be best); and
3. suffers when a clumsy demOnstratiOn leads Tunf vorable audience reaction.

Components of a Good Demonstration

A good demonStration should:

1. present demonstrable procedures;
1 be given by a qualified demonstrator who is accepted by the learners;
3. make use of real, not simulated, equipment (Situations may be simulated; for example, an airplUcock-

.
pit is real but the situationflying--is not.);

4. give each learner a chance to practice;
5. have the services of a logistics chairman to wor alpng with the demonstratOr;
6. include effective safety precautions; and
7. Mke place in a comfortable environment;
8. have provision for showing evidence.ofiearned skill f each learner; and

9. separate shbwlng from telling clearly.

.

Adapted and reprinted by permission from '',I.raininrAids" by-Louis S: Goodman In Training and Development Handbook,
Wobert L. Craig and Lester It. Ditto!, (eds.), (Now York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), pp. 318-320.
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Handout 2
(eolitinuoc0

4 ' A

0..

f , :6 T .
- . -

4,

.

: How. to Prepare and Prese;7/1
..

. ,

1. Analyze the learnfng group.. s
-,

*2. ..Deterniine'theg.a. .
.

3. Select:personnel.

. ,c---

a. DemonStrator .If..more tharlone is required, ali persons should bp able to s.tstork smbothlY;

% b. Commcentator: Can.be used to explain whtit someone else s'doing; must be a's.rputh an exciert.4.
s

as the demonstrator;tommentary nnist notupstage thedemonstration. , .
a

'. c. chairman: Handles arrangements, introduces rs, concludes the session. Does not

have to be an expert. .
.-

4' 4. Write up a scenario or script.

Sample Outline of a Good Demonstration 4
le

e

.1

Prepare the workers:

1. Put-iKem at ease.

2. State the job to be learned.
3. Find out what is,already, known about the job. ,

4. Get them Interestedift aining the. job.
5. Arrange them in correct position to learn.

II. Present the operation:

.

* '

.

1. Tell, showond illustrate. Illustrate means to embellish the "showing" with examples) compari:
sons, pictures, etc.. f

2. 'Take one step at a tiniefollow rigid sequence.
3. Stress key points (identify area of difficultyi-most tasks have only a 5 pacent or 10 percent

area of difficulty).
4. Summarize, repeat, and question to establish understanding. .

III. Practice performance:

. Have worker perform the task.
2. Have worker identifY area of difficulty and stress key points.

3. Make sure worker understands by asking:
"Why do you 71,

"What would happen
"What else do you do?"
"What do you do next?"

4. Repeat where necessary.

IV. Followup (supervisor's role):

1. Put worker on his own.
2. Designate a helper.

3. Encourage questions.

4. Taper off training supervision.
5. Institute regular supervision.
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'Structured, Rble

What 4

Session 15
Handout 3

Role play is i directed method of buman interaction that involves realistk behavior in imaginary situations.
its purpose is to teach.

,There are two principal types of role play

1. Spontaneousa laboratory technique that offers insight into personal behavior, and
2. Structured-la dramatic instructional process that focuses on facts and relationships.

A structured role play may ti,e,covert or open. Under open conditions, all information is knownto all
partiCipants with no secrets, hidden agenda, or special instructions. Under covert.conditions, certain ,infor-
mation is withheld or special instructions gre given to the players independently.

,Characteristics .

A roloolay: r-

When

1. is distinct from acting (performing art), psychOdrama (spontaneity of players), and sociodrama
a

(directed at the abdience);
2. does not require dramatic abilitydon't ham it up;
3. should clearly illustrate the principles to be taught, not the techniques of illustrating; and
4. must be under the.firm contrOl of the trainer.

Role Nay should be used when the,goal is in the areas of:

1. human relations problems,
2. leadership traiding,
3. establishing trust climate,

16 4.. teaching attitudes,
S. consciousness raising,

6. collective bargaining, and
7. problem-solving skills.

$

e

Advantages

A good role play:

1. maximizes active role of learner,
2. gives players and observers the opportunity to learn througf observation and feedback, and
3. soffers rapid communication orpersonal valubs and attitudes.

1
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Session 15
Handout 3
(continued)

Disadvantages

The rol6 play:

10,

1.. is a,higlirisik technique for the trarnecas players.frequently feel embarrassfynt, resent 'discovery,"
'turn hostility ,toward trainer;

2. requires control and precise learning objectives;
3. is difficult to evaluate for effectiveness;
-4. can erode trainee c'Onfidence in trainer;

5. causes fear and anxiety in players; and
-

6. technique may obscure the-subject.matter.

' Components of a Gro Role PI

A good role play has:

1. precise.statements of training objectives, ,
2. a clearly stated problem area,
3. thoroughly researched case data,
4. an antagonist role,
5. a protagonist role,
6... preparation time for role players,
7. 'preparation of observers,
8. controlled enactment, and
9. structured postenactment.

How to Prepare:

Writeup

1. Identify a general Problem area,
2. Collect data -facts, typical incidents, etc.
3. -Deprmine specific training goals.
4. %rite tht.ose:

a.. dWription of background and setting,
b. description of each player's-role, and
c. observation guias to assist aUdience in analyzing wkat you want them to look for.

5. Prepare a discussion plan to assist in developing key points when the role play is complete.

Enactment and Discussion

1. Describe the problem 'area.

2. General discussion to allow some personal identification with the problem.
3. Distribute materials:

a. observer forms,
b. background information, and
c. 'role briefs (ahead of time for covert). Establish understanding by asking role player: "What do

y9u understand to be the essentials of your role?"

100 /



4. Enactment of 10,-.15 inutos. Keep the enactment:
a. controlled', i.e., 49 not allow the player to'introduce tiew data;

e.

b. strictly timed;
c. neutraldon.'t be a therapist, In open role play switch roles if a challenge is too drantic, and

make the challenger meet his or het own challenge.
5. DiscusSion:

a. Problems, «

b. Issues raised,

c. Relationships, and
d. Alternative strategies.

Sesbion 15
,Handout 3

(continued),

Examples Of Role Play Protagonist-Antagonist Titles

Protagonist

Board Member
Counselor
Fiscal qfficer
Husban):I

Wife
Instructor
Interviewer
Manager

Military Officer
Parent

Pastor qqh

Physician
Salesperson

Shop Steward
Staff Specialist
Supervisor

Antagonist

Stockholder
Client
Line Manager
Wife

.Husband

Student
Interviewee
Supervisor
Enlisted Man or Woman
Child
Parishioner
Patient
Client
Employee
Line Mrmager
Employee

4 or

The protagonist is one who carries the burden or responsibility fordecisionrriaking. He or she has the power or
authority to act or to reconcilik4 conflict. The protagonist generally outranks the antagonist and is the trainee to
whom the issue is presented, the role player who is ori the hot seat, or the person who supports or advocates a
riosition when seeking to solve a problem.

Desirable Behavior:

Listens, is openminded, ruincritical, nonairective, supportive, focuses on probrem, sincere, Iodic% at antagonist,

Undesirable Behavior:

Talks excessively, pitches his or her approach to "sell" own point of view, fails to listen, closemindeci, shows
displeasure, argues, sarcastiqinsincere, talkS to wall.

The antagonist Is generally subordinate to the protagonist and is displeased with some action 'past or present or
likely to be taken in the futureAle or she is someone who is unconvinced and challenges the authority of the

%protagonistone who is adversely affedted by some action and may be frightened.

r Antagonist Behavior:

Normally, tho antagonist will, at tife outset, reveal behaviors sirch as: sullen, talks excessively, needles,
critical or sarcastic, exhibits facial expressiOns of unhappiness or displeasure, or argues.

VI
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Brainstorming

What

1

,11

Brainstorniing is a technique whereby creative thinking takes precedence over the practical. The idea is to
put before the.group all ideas possible with no thought to the-practicality of the ideas. The participants are
urged to be as'"freewheeling" and LininhIbited as ppoible.

When

Brainstorming May be used:
:6

1. to put as many new and novel ideas as possible lfore the group for evaluative discu4ioh,
2. to encourage practical-minded individuals to thihk beyond their day-to-day problems and to think

quantitatively instead of qualitatively,
3. ...to moo out on a problem when the more conventional techniques have failed to come Up with. a

lolution, and
. ',4, to develop creative thinking.

=
:

Advantages

1. Many people are thrilled at the freedOrn of expression inherent in brainstorming.
2. Solutions to previously insoluble problems can be discovered.

. 3. All members of the group &an be encouraged to participate.

Disadvantages

1. Many individuals have difficulty-getting away from practiCalities.
2. Many of the suggestions made may not be worth anything.

In the evaluation session it is ndcessary to criticize the ideas of fellow members.

Physical Requirements

1. A meeting room with a chalkboard or other surface on which the ideas produced can be'written
hurriedly and preserved for the followup discussion period.

2. kconference table or semicircle arrangement to expedite discussion following the brainsto mtng.

Procedure

1. The chairperson,explains the procedure to besused, and a recorder is selected to list the suggest is.

2. As ideas are thrown out they are recorded in.public view.
.3. The ideas are discussed to determine if any havdlipractical application to the problemat hand.

b's

Similar Methods and Techniques

102

Brainstorming is different from any other group technique, although principles of grouRdiscussion and
buzz sessions are much in evidence.
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ListeningTeam Assignments

(for 3 .%1 5 cords)
I

a

Write out listening team assignments on separate 3 x 5 cards or slips of paper before session begins.

Team 1

Session 1$
Reference 1

Listen to the presentation on the lecture and,discuss: What did we hear that was new? Ojd?

Team 2

Listen to the presentation on the demoNstration and discuss: What did we hear that was new? Old?

Team 3

Listen to the presentation on the structural role play and discuss: What is the role of the trainer in the
role play?

Team 4

Listen to the presentation on creative thinking and discuss: What is the role of the trainer in this technique?
.

\r
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4
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Session 16
Handout 1.

Session'IYo. Title DIrectorlBoardkelatIonshIps

'.Goals/Objectives:

Time Required:

Equipment:

Materials:

Primary Methods:

Meeting
Arrangements:

t.

Dak

Each participant will attain increased awareness and understanding of the elements
and issues associated with organizing and m intaining effectimejelationships wi.th the
halfway house board of directors that havd been'dernonstrated to be successful in
other halfway houses.

They will be al:Ile to: \

1. !list at least three types of people to include on the ideal board and explain how they
can be helpful, and

2. name two strategies for dealing with a trdublesome board.

3 hours

Video tape equipment (optional, but strongly recommended)

1 microphone
2 cameras
1 VTR tape deck
1. monitor
1 mixer

or

Handout 1Director/Board Guidelihes
Handout 2Case Study: Pathway Residence
Handout 3Board/Director Problem Sheet
Handouts 4a-4finstructions fcft. Role Players

1

1

1

1

portapack
VTR tape deck
Tonitor
microphone

Handout SGuide for Role-Player Observers (place in envelopes with name the
before)

Handout 6Group Process Observation Sheet (from session 2)
Handout-7 Hidden Agendas Information Sheet

Group discussion; role playing

In one room, drawing 1 -Joundtable setup; in a second room, draw'ing 6discussion
3et up for six people, willufficient chairs surrounding the circle for the remaining
participants. Video equipment placed so that each role player can be easily photo-
graphed, especially when talking. Microphone should be placed to record all speakers

audibly.

Code:01-111,

"
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Session 16
H(caonncloolto1d

Session -No.

Time Sequence bf Activities Materials

30 min. A. Introduction
1. Review ptirpose of seision.

L_ .

v 2. Distribute the Director/Board Guidelines.

3. Discuss the iter4 with contributions from
the grOup.

,

60 mint B. Role-Playing Exercise

(If video equipment is not available, carry out

106

exercise as directed.)(

1. Explain that the next activity is a role-
playing exercise designed to dramatize
some of the difficulties that may arise
on a halfway house board. These back-
ground materials will set the stage.

The night before, decide who will play
each role and put the appropriate instruc-
tions and role description (handout 4) in
an envelope bearing the participant's
name. Choose people whom you think
will be least self-conscious in a role-playing
situation.

2. Distribute handouts 2 and 3, Case-Study:
Pathway Residence and Board/Director
Rroblem Sheet and allow participants

-about five minutes to rad.

3. Announce thatslifferent participants will
do diffrent things in the exercise. \

Distribute role-player envelopes to
selected participants and instruct those
participants to retire to room 2, take a
Seat in the inner circle of chairs, and read
their instructions,

6

4

A2. Handout 1Director/
Board Guidelines

B2. Handout 2Case
Study: Pathway
Residence; Handout3
Board/Director
Problem Sheet

83. Handouts 4a-4f
Instructions for Role
Players
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Session 16
'Handout 1
(continued)

Title: DirectprIBoard Relationships

Points for Discussion

A. Introduction ,, I

1. An adtive, cooperative 'board of directors can be-an indispensable resource,to a program
administrator. This se4Sion will focus sin some of the elements of an effective board and
some of the things an administrator sh-duld consider in establishing and maintaining a sound
wgrking relationship with the board. In this exercise, the administrator is a halfway house
dit*tor, but the concepts are generally applicable. 4

3. Under item 6 of the Director/Board Guidelines you may wisb to add these points:

Banker Any bank officer is helpful, but if you are planning to purchase property,
it mav be especially uSeful to have a banker from the mortgage department. ,

Legislator This person can be particktlarly helpful in working out problems with
publif agencies such as licensing bureaus'.

Other agencies to consider for board representation, depending upon the neetls of the house, are
State, county, or municipal employment services; unions; churches; educational institutions;
Salvation Army; and police department.

B. Role-Playing Exercise

There are no discussion pointsior this section.

n.

ot!
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4, Session 16
Handout 1

(continued)

Session No;
. . .

Time Sequence of Activities Mateniais

25 mill. C.

108

4. Distribute handout 5Guide.for Role-
Playa Observers to selected partici-
pants and handout 6Group Process

. Observation Sheet to the rest. Answer
questions.

5. All observers move to roOM 2 and sit
in chairs around inner circle.

6. Inform role players that the other
participants are observers. Ask thetw .

to introduce themselves as the char-.
acters theylipre playing and !legit) the
meeting. '1

(Video taping starts here: Use intro-
ductions to check for placement of
cameras and microphones, Besure
cameras can focus without obstruction
on each role player as he or she talks
and that each voice records audibly.)

7. After 15 minutes, terminate role
playing whether/he play has been com-
pleted or not.

8. Ask the group procesriThegervers to
their observations.

9. Ask role player observers to report their
observations.

10. Ask role players to read their roles to
the grodp in the order they appear on
the. problem -sheet.

Hidden Agendas

1. Distribute the Hidden Agenda Informa-
tion Sheet, handout 7, andoread the,
introduction to the group.

2. Lead a discussion of the role-play
situatton, asking participants to draw
on their observations either of the
group process or the role players and
on reports by the role players of their
intentions and feelings. See questions
opposite.

tes

4.

B4. Handout 5Guide for
Role-Player Observers
Handout 6Group
Process Observation
Sheet

VI

Cl. Handout 7Hidden
Agenda Information
Sheet



Session 16'
Handout 1

(continued)

DirectodBoard kelatiorsiships

\,-
Points fOr Discussion

I I

C. Hidden Agendas

LP

2. Aim toward generalizations that answer these questions:

a. How do hidden agenda affect the group; how do they affect each member?

b. What are some indicators that hidden agenda are operating?

c. Is the recognition of hidden agenda necessary to understand what is going on in the -
group?

109
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Session 10
flandout 1

(continued)

Sissio4 N9.

Time Sequence of Activities' Materials

15 mi.n. Coffee Break

(During break, rewind tape and set up morfitor
in room 1 where all participants cap see screen.)

45 min. D. Vkleo Tape Replay

1. Play through the tape once completely
- without comment, asking participants

to observe and note the following:

a. Examples of group process functions
(task, mairvnance) and obstructing
actions.

b. Examples of nonverbal behaviors
that convey feelings that role
players have reported,

2. Play tape.again, this time stopping tape
on signal from either you or partiCipants
to point out exaniples of either category
(a or b above).

E. Summary

Summarize major points.

110
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Session 16
Handout 1

(continued)

Title: Directorgoara RelationShips

Points for Discussion

D. Video Tape Replay .

If video equipment is not available, lead a discussion asking for the same examples as listed
oppo§ite. Less time'will be required if video tape is not used.

ft

E. Summary

1. Touch briefly on seven points listed on Hidden Agenda Information Sheet.

2. Suggest that participants read remaining paragraphs at their leisure.

3. Cite general implications of this exercise for director/board relationships.

Human factors are as importlt as organizational ones in the functioning of a board. It is
important for a director to know each of his or her board members.

A
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Session 16
Handout 1

(continued)

,

- Learning Activity Handout Oirector/Board Guidelines

State laws on organization of nonprofit corporations vary.

a. Variances can be obtained within states.

4/

z
.41

b. State attorney's office mill render a decision on ambiguottis or disputed points without charge.

Thehistory of ahaIfway house and the personalities involved will greatly affect a particular situation.

3. I f iphalfway house is one component of a comprehensive alcoholism program, i.t should have a separate
board of directors (e.g., mental health boards too medically ode

4. , Model bylaws appear in AHHAP guidelines.'

5. Generally, the following recommendation are made:

a. Term of office averaging 2 to 3 years;

b. An automatic termination clause be written into bylaws;

c. Bawd Members bd encouraged to attencrnational meetings suth as AHHAP whenever possible; and

d. A five- to seven-person executive board is best working Size; maintain an advisory boar.d for publicrela-
tions purposes (prominent citizens, Senators, or Congresspersons) whose members are kept informed
monthly by mail.

6. The ideal executive board is composed of the following:

a. banker;

b. lawyer;

C.' legislator (State or city);

d. physician (internal medidne, not psychiatry);

e. recovered alcoholic;

f. accountant, businessperson, or public relations/m4a person.

7. No one from State illcoholisin program should be on eXecutive board because of possible conflict of interests;
may be on advisory board.

8. Direetor may or may not be a member.

a. He or she is responsible for implementing policy.

b. Familiar with day-to-day operation of house, problems, imp' act of policy changes.

112
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Learning Activity Handout 2Case Study: Pathway Residence

Pathway was founded in 1910 as a nonprofit halfway house program by, a community group under the leadedip
of the Blairville Council of Churches. A fund drive raised money to furnish an 18-room house donated anony-
mously by a wealthy church member.

Program Goals

Pathway was founded "to aid and i's5ist alcoholic men who manifest a desire for rehabilitation" and "to provide
food, sheltecand counseling in order to assist the alcoholic person ir his recovery."'

Program Description

Pathway accoMmodates 24 people and averages 20 at any one time. The residents range in age from 21 to 72. The
average age is 47. All residents are referred from either logi or medical sources. Most of the residents are from the
lower income level ancrq.ualify for semiskilled or unskilled jobs. Residents paV $30 per week when they are.eni-,,
ployed, and the average length of stay is 9 months.

The program includes' group therapy, A.A., Biblt study, and individual cdunseling (including vocational and
pastoral). For other needs, residents are referred to cooperating agencies.,

Sta-ff

The four full-time staff members include the director, resid, manager, cook, and ass istant cook. Five volunteers
Provide clerical help 10 hours a Week, pastoral counszling, and Bible study; and a psychologist from the near*
hospital holds a group meeting ohe evening a week.

Boar4 of Wrectors

Pathway has a nonvoting advisory board which includes a state legiskator, a Congressman, and the quarterback of a
professional football team. Throughout the year policy decisions are made by the 15-member ifoard of dh'ectors.
The executive board of six includes the officers of the board (president, vice president, secretary, treAsurer), the
house director, and the personnel committee chWrman. The other officers, exCept the president, also chair
committees.

Budget

Pathway house operates almost entirely on the income from reskdent fees. Actual inconv last year totaled
$25,386.11. Donations amounted to $250.

A

I.

e
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Soision 16
Handout 1..
(continued)

Learning Adivity Handout 3Board/Director Probiem.Sheet

a

Participants

a, Rev. Marvin Turner 4-,prelident;_director of Blairville Council Of Churches
-

b. Louis Haber --(vice president; lawy4r and lay leader of Brairville Methodjst Church

c John J. O'Hara, S.J, secretary; associate pastor of St. Ignatius Church
4

d. Roberta Stevens treasurer; vice president of Blairville Savings & Tr Ust

,o . Geraldine Stone chairperon, personnel committFe; director of Christian education at the Blairville
Presbyterian Church: '

f. Jack Simon board member; director of PathOay residence /
Problem

A special meetinKof the executive board has been called to consider the matter of locating supplemental funds to
poy for building repairand renovation, A recent building inspection uncdvered these violations: leaking roof,
peeling plaster in 13 rooms, inadequate wiring throughout, substandard bathroom fixtures, and a faulty heating
.urii0t." One estimate alreidy received for these repairs is $146,680.

The purpose of the meeting is to develop a plan to obtain the funds which will be submitted to the full board for
erend Turner, board president, is chairing the meeting.approval.

114
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Learning Activity Handout 4ainstructions for Role Players

1. Participants should not look at each other's roles.

2. Each person should read his or her partsarefullyoand play the role conscientiously.

3. Put yourself in the role that you are given.

4.. Particiiiants should not overact.

5. Be natural, but emphasize behavior aimed at fulfilling your role..

6. Just before the sessidn begins, introduce yourself to the whole group by the 6tne of the role you afte
playing. Other role players will do the same.

Role Description
-

You are Rev. Marvin Turner, president of the board of directors and director of the Blairville Council of Churches.
You were a member of the founding board and want to preserve the status quo. You also like your position asl
presiding officer.

Learning Activity Handout 4bInstructions for Role Players

918

1. Participants should not look at each other's roles.

2. Each person should read his or her part carefully and play, the role conscientiously.

3. Put yourself in the role that you are given.

4. Participants should not overact.

5. Be natural, but emphasize behaviOr aimed at fulfilting your role.

6. Just before the session begins, introduce yourself to the whole group by the name of the role you are play-
ing. Other role players will do the same,

Role Description

You are Louis Haber, vice president of the board, alawyer and an influAtial lay leader in the Blairville Methodkt
Church, It is your view that "God helps.those who help themselves," and therefore you are lukewarm to the...Idea
of seeking outside help for money. Also you think that the director, Jack Simon, should bear the major responsi-
bility for solving financial pkoblems.

115
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Learning Activity Handout 4cInstructions for Role Players
4

1. Participants should'not look at each othersTOles.

2. Each person should read his or her part carefully and play the rdle conscientiously.

3. Put yourself in the role that you are given.

4. Participants should not overact.

5. Be natural, but emphasize .behavior aimed at fulfilling your role.

6. Just before the session begins, introduce yourself to the whole group by the name of the role you are play-
ing. Other role players will do the samo.

A

Role Description

You are John J. O'Hara, S.J., secretary of the board and associate pastor of St. Ignatius Church. You are an
experienced administrator as well as an activist and a strong believer in mobilizing the community to meet a
crisis. Moreover, it is your opinion that you would be more effective as board president than Reverend Turner.

AL.

Learning Activity Handout 4dlnstructions for Role Players

1. Participants should not look at each other's roles. ,

2. Each person should read his oher part carefully and play the role conscientiously.

3. Put yourself in the role that you are given.

4. Participants should not overact.

5. Be natural, but emphasize behavior aimed at fulfilling your role.

6. Just befoAhe session begins, Introduce yourself to the whole group by the name of the role you are play-
ing. Other role players will do the same.

Role Description

You are Roberta Stevens, treasurer of the board and vice president of the Blairville Savings & Trust. You.have
reCently joined the executive board and do not know too much about alcohol problems, but you are extremely
interested and have goexl management Ideas. Also your experience in business has taught you the value of system-
atic planning.
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i Learning Activity Handout 4finstructions for Role Players

4. Participants should not overact

4. Participants should not overact. .

5. Be natural, but emphasize behavior aimed.at fulfilling your role.

6. Just before the session begins, introduce yourself to the whole group by the name of the role you are play-

2. Each person should read his or.her part carefully and play the role conscientiously.

3. Put yourself in the role that.you are given.

problem is to organize a volunteer committee to make the repairs and do the redecorating. Generally you follow

H.

1. Participants should not look at each other's roles,

You arOeraldine Stone, chairZkof the personnel committee and director of Christian education of the

the lead of the board president, Reverend Turner.

6. Just before the session begins, introduce yourself to the whole group by the name of the role you are play-

and through hard work and ingenuity hay.° made substantial improvements in the program. You see this planning
effort as the first step toward getting the board to do some long-range planning to meet future needs such as

Role Destription

Blairville Presbyterian Church. You were-a member of the founding bcsard. Your solution to the current funding

3. Put yourself in the role that you are given.

salary increases for staff, improvements to meet accreditation standards, otc.

Learning Activity Handout 46Instructlifor Role Players

2. Each person should read his or her part carefully and play the role conscientiously,

5.

You are Jack Simon, board member and director of Pathway Residence. You assumed that position 2 years ago,

1. Participants should not look at eaCh other's roles.

Role Description

ing. Other role players will do the same.

Be nayral, but emphasize behavior aimed at fulfilling your role.

ing. Other role players will do the same.

ei*
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(continued),

:****16.
Handout
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Siction 16
ilarrdout
(continklad)
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Learning Activity Handoitt 5Guide for Role-Player Observers
'

.

1. You Will observe who is playing the role of

2. Be sure you are seated.where you can see this person clearly.

.;

3. n your observation, look for answers to ttie following questions:

a. Was his-or her participation general, Specific, or lopsided?

118

b. What effect.did his or her partidpation have on the group?

o

c. Did his or her contributions indicate that he or she was listening to others in the group?

d. Were his or her contributions centered on solving the group's problems or were they directed by personal
needs, aspirations, attitudes, and values?

12



Group Process Observation Sheet

1. What group functions did 'you notice?
(check categories that apply, as often as you notice them)

Task functiOns

Initiating

Information or opinion
seeking

Information 9r opinion
giving

Clarifying or elaborating

4

Maintenance functions

Encouraging
. .

Harmonizing

Compromising

Gatekeeping

Standard setting

2:- What actions were present which obstructed group effectiveness?
(check as many times as it is noticed)

Blocking

Recognition seeking

DoMinating

Avoiding

3. What characteristics of effective groups did you notice?
(check as many as apply to the group'you observed) ,

Participation evenly
divided

Participation contributed
to the work of the group

Organization appropriate to
the task

Constructive atmosphere

'Open communication of
ideas and feelings

Decisions made by consensus on
important points

Intended results accomplished

'r
9

Comments:

129
S.

44.

144
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Section 16
Holdout 1
(continued)

Learning Activity Handout 7Hidden Agenda Information Sheet

Introduction

The purpose of this,skill At to demonstrate that "what went on undern4h the table" interfered in a rather
dramatic fashion with whatwas going oriabove. In other words, the participants' needs, which influence their
aspirations, attitudes, and varues, affect the way thby react to the surface task.

What to do About Hidden Agenda

11. Remember that the group is continuously working on two levels at once: the surface lev,el and the hidden
agenda level. Consequently, the group may not move as fast on the surface as the participants might

expect.

2. Look for die hidden agenda that are present. Recognition is a first step in a diagnosis of group difficulty.

3. Sometimes a participant can make ileasier for a group to bring its hidden agenda to the surface. The
participant may say,, for example, "I wonder if we have said all that we feel about the issue. Maybe wo
should take time to go around the table so that any furtlier thoughts can be opened up."

4. Some hidden agenda can be presented and talked about and should then become easier to handle. But
many hiddef agenda would hurt the group more if they were talkedabout openly. Group participants need
to be sensitive to the possible dangers and should try to recognize what a group can and cannot face at a

given point.

Do not scold o pressure the group when hidden agenda are recognized. They are present and legitimate and
must be worked on in much the same manner as the surface task. At different times, hidden agenda should
be given different amounts of attention, depending upon their influence on the surface task and the nature

Of the group and its participants.

6. Help the group find methods orsolving hidden agendas as they would handle surface agenda. Although the
techniques may vary, problem-solving methods are needed for handling hidden agenda.

7. Spend some time evaluating progress in the group's handling of hidden agenda. Each experience should
indicate better ways of handling agenda more openly. As groups mature, hidden agenda are reduced.
Evaluation sessions in the last 15 minutes of a meeting can profit a group immensely.

In our discussion of the previous exereise we have seen that an individual's behavior in a group siluation is neither
random nor accidental. People behave according to personal motivation--what we might call needs. Those needs
may be social or emotional. They may be expli* in the group or hidden as In the skill exercise. They may be

known to the individual or unknown to him or her.

If a person's behavior is not random or haphazard but rather is need-determined, then the very act of joining a
group must be the expression of personal needs.

120
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We all have needs. They can take different forms and can be satisfied in different ways. According to psychologist
Abraham Maslow, the sum total of an individual's needs is arranged in a hierarthy, with physical needs and the
need for security at the base of the:order. Physical needs (e.g,food, shelter, warmth) are those which must be
satisfied in order to maintain life. Needs for security must be fulfilled if the'organism is-to filnction within his
environment. For example, if the individual is not to be overwhelmed by feelings of anxiety, there must be a .

degree Of stability and consistency within the envirdnment.

When the basic survival needs are met and when there is contact with society, other needs may press for satis.
faction. These are the social, ego, and self-fulfillment needs which can be optimally satisfied in a group situation.
Social needs become evident as individuals seek acceptance from others. With the fulfillment of social needs, ego
needs press for satisfaction. And it is only as the individuals find answers to the mystery of their own unique
identity that they an then begin to be all that they are capable of being.

Group participation,. then, is motivated primarily by certain needs for which individuals seek fulfillment, ex-
pression, and satisfaction. People join groups, therefore, in search of somethings0Hething Personal and imPor-
tant for th6ir own senses of well-being and comfort'. While individuals share certain common human needs, the
fulfillment of these needs is sought in unique ways. The individual's needs for feelings of belonging, acceptance,
recognition, self-worth, self-expression, and productivity are evident among those, needs that motivate desires for
group life.

While individuals become group participants because they have certain needs for which they seek either ex-
pression or fulfillment, and while these needs are personal and subjective, they are not necessarily "selfish."
It is both "normal" and "natural" for the individual to bring to the group desires for the satisfaction of personal
needs. What we are concerned with is not whether these needs should be satisfied, but rather with the conse-
quences of their expression for others and for the group as a whole. What we want to question is whether the
fulfillment of one individUal's need blocks other individuals and the group from achieving their goals. If this is,
in fact, found to be the case, we will then want to help the individual to express his pr her needs in ways which
are helpful for and congruent with the needs of the other group participants and with the go'als of the group.

1 3v.
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'St 3sion 17'
. Roference

, .

Conteni Choice
(for flip chart 1 )

"Participants will be able to recognize an alcoholic person in a clinical setting."

4'Participantifrill be 'able to develop complete sociograms on alcoholic
clients."

)"participants will be able to transport alcoholic clients tiy ambulance from..
Main Street to Smith County Hospital in no more than 7 minutes."

122
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Content Validation Guide

WHO IS THE EXPERT?

Am I the expert?
Are the trainees the Are thins, tapes, or

articles the experts?experts?
Is someone else the

expert?
.

Do I know the content?

Can I learn the content? -).

Do they already have the informa-
tion they need?

.

How dO they need to look at it
differently? .. .

.0.-1

.

Can I find the information I
want in these media?

. s

Are they the most effective ways
of transmitting the tontent?

..-

,
..

Can someone else tell me and my
trainees what we need to know?

,.

.
.,

.
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Session 18'
Handout 1

Evaluation Guide

Ak

(100 Points. Organization Need Analysis

25 States what the agency is organized to do.

25 States how the agency will know when it has achieved its goals.

25 States what tasks and jobs are required to achieve the goals.

25 States how necessary is target job (skill area) for achieving the goals.

(160 Points) Job Analysis

50 Contains a detailed list of behavioral tasks which are necessary and essential for the joblto

..V

fulfill its function.

50 Contains a described minimum level of performance for each task. ,

\
,

(100 Points) Performance Analysis .

25 Contains a questionnaire to determine level of competency.
,

25 Contains an interview plan; i.e., key interview question's and a schedule of\interviews (both
individual and group). ,

25 Contains a diagnostic test. . \
;

25 Contains a list and description of skill deficiencies. 1
,

(200 Points) Training Group Analysis
/

,
,

. %

25 States common learning heed in knowledge area. .
, - :,

25 States common learning need in skill area.

25
, S,tates common learning need in attitude area.

124

25 Despribes a process for determining each trainee's readiness to learn.

25 States rationald for heteLogeneous, homogeneous mix of personal reso4ces and .trait..

25 Contains a profile of the social, cultural, personal characteristics of the group.

25 Lis&selection criteria.

25 Contains a plan for applying selection criteria.

111
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(150 Points) .Learning,Outcomés

50 Goals for the 2-day training event are cleoly stated; i.e., they describe in. broad terms what
the trainees should be.able to do after the event has concluded.

25 Objectives for. the 2-day event, as a Whole, are'included and can be related to specific learn-
ing activities.

25 Each learning activity containspne or more clearly stated objectives which describe an
observable behavior.

In addition to observable behavior each objective clearly describes an accepted standard of
achievement.

25 in addifion to obseryabk behavior and accepted standard of achiev'ement, each-objective
clearly describes the conditions under which the observable behavior is to take place.

(250 Points ) CUrriculum Building Rating Sheet

10 Contains a visual representation of the content flow and sequence of learning activities.

10 Contains an hourvby-hour schedule detailing start and finish times, breaks, etc.

10 Contains an outline for each learning activity to De used in the 2-day event.

20 Contains a variety of learning methods and techniques. .

25. Selection of specific learning activities arc clearly appropriate for achieving the stated
bbjectives.

25 Taken as a whole, the selection and sequencing of the learning activities fulfill the -trainee's '
need to be self-directed.

25 The learning activities are designed to accommodate the problem-centered interestrof adult
learners.

25 Each learning activity provides the trainees with an occasion to top their personal experi-
.,

ences in relating the subject matter.

50 Specifically states the role of each facilitator and resource person to be used.

50 Contains a list of logistical arrangements that must ISe iarried out in advance of the training
event.

t
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SesOon 18
Haridout 1
(continitid)
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(1 SO Points) One learning activity bontains the follOwing items:"

10%

*
.

I.

1. Statement Of goals and objectiVes for this.specific activity.

10 2. Clear statement of linkage with the 'previous aCtivity. i.
10 3. An activity.to test the trainee's understanding of the goalsof the exercise.

14. 4 Verification of content validity; i.e., an ideajfication of the ekpert source for content
or a justification for the use of expert resources.

10 , 5. Cogtfortable variety of techniques.

10 6. Major points sunimary for all lecture content.

10
_

r 7. Adequate time required.for each aitivity.

10 8. Detailed listing of newsprinCillustrations.

10 ..9. List of mpjor discussion points.

10 10: Written statement for all group tasks.

10. 11. A reView activity and concluding remarks.

104 12. List of equipment required for presentation.

10 13. Copies of all materials to be distributed.

10 14. Identification Of primary.mothods to be used.

10 1S. Description, of room arrangements.

(200 Points) . Evaluation

50 %Contains a statement of goals pzir evaluating the total training event.

25 Contains copies of evaluation instruments.

25 Identifies a monitor/evaluator arid describes the role.

25 Contains a distribution plan for the report of the evaluation.

126

25 Identifies followup activities needed to suppOrt newlylearned skills.

25 Evidence of feedback and two-way communication designed into each learninPetivity.

25 Evidence of continual comparison of training objectives to organization goals.

V
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Resource Group Assignments
(f9r handout 1)

Resouree Group 1:

Share an eipecially good example of organization need analysis and of job and performance analysis.

Resource Group 2:.

.s Share an especially good example of training group analysis and of a statement of learning outcomes.

/
Roource Group 3:

Share an especially good example of curriculum building.

Resource Group 4:

Share artespecially good example
/o

f evaluation and feedback.

A

9

I.

6
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Delivery Task Options

I. Orgartation

A. Individual

de

1

Note; If all participants choose individual presentations, two audience/review groups will ir
formed.

B. Group

Note: Groups limited to three persons.

11. Content

A. Deliver a 2Q.minute segment of an exercise written up in the design task.

For example: demonstrate one objective or ono activity.

'A

B. Demonstrate a particular technique.

For example: process a role play or
improve a particular presentation skill.

III. Factors .

A. A 20minuto group feedback session must bo planned to follow each presentation. This session must

be structbred and havt$ its goals established. ,

13. E.ach presonter muksoloci in advance a team of two special evaluators for in-depth feedback nd
assistance in critique Of tho videotape.

9
C. All presentations will be video taped and viewing time scheduled. .

D. Four and one-half hours of preparation time Will be available during scheduled training hours.

S.
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Presentation Evaluation Form

TRAINER

Rate the trainer's overall performance with regard to the following characteristics on a scale of 105, where:

1 = Poor, 2 = BeloNV Average, 3 = Average,

A. Preparedness. How prepared do you think the facilitator
was to conduct this session? 1

B. Personal delivery style. How well was the facilitator able
to communicate this information to your group?

4 . Abok Average, 5 . Excellent

(1) Vocabulary

(2) Clarity of expression

(3) Pacing, pausing, emphasis

(4) Voice prbjection

(5) GestUring

(6) Logical development

(7) Adecpacy Of illustration examples

(8) Appropriateness of humof .

(9) Pronunciation

(10) Enunciation

(11) Enthusiasm.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

C. Group skills. How yvell was the fadlitator able to load
the group and moderate the discussion?

(1) SonsItivity/perception of group dynamics.
How well did' the facilitator sense and
respond to group needs and reactions? 1

(2) Nonjudgmental attitude 1

(3) Participation encouragement 1

(4) Appropriate interventions 1

(5) Keeping group ontrack, on topic, moving
along 1

(6) Initiation and summarization of discussion 1

1 4 0

2 4

2 3 4 $

2 3 4 ,..,
2 3

f4

5

2 3 , 5

2.. 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

a
2 3 4 5

2 I' 3 4 5

2
_

3
-

.4

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 5 4 5

2 3 4 5
1/4.

2 3 4 5
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Psychological learning climate.

(1') Host Role. How well did the facilitator
'make people feel welcorne and comfortable?

(2) . Trust Level. Was the degree of trust appropriate .
to learners' goals and objectiVes?

(3) Svssion Control. How well was the facilitator
able to stay On top of what was happening?

1 : A

3 4 '5

LEARNER

Rate the grou reaction wi h regard to the following charaOeristics on a scale of 1-5, where:

1 Poor, 2 = Belo Av age, 3 . Average, 4 . Above Average, 5 = Ekcellent

A. Receptiviiy to content 1 2 3 4 5

B. Receptivity to method 1 2 3 .4 5

C. Receptivity to facilitator 1 2 3 4 5

D. Participation in group methodology/ group
interaction 1 2 3 4 5

E. Responsiveness to facilitator directions 1 2 3 4 5

F. Overall group reaction 1 2 3 4 5

C. Did the group appear to be overly dominated by:

facilitator one participant

A few participants none of these

f
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METHODOLOGy

Rate the sesiion MethodolOgy itself with regard to the folloWingcharaCteristics On a scile of 1,-5, where:

1 = Poor,. 2 = delow Average, 3 = Average,

A. Appropriateness to content. HOW well do you think
the method(s) (group discussion, games,role plays,
etc.) used in this session helped ,the group to
understand the content?

B. Appropriateness for group. How well do you think
themethods used in this session matched the
capability and interest of the group?

C. Feasibility for facilitator. How well do you think
the methods used in this session matched the
capability of th'e facilitator?

D. General group interest. Regardless of how well the
methods were carried out, how would you rate the
methods used in this session in captur:ng the
interest of tht group?

'E. Content validation. Was the validity of the content
established by the ti-ainer?

F. Media. (visuals, movies, slide-tapes, handouts, etc.):

(1)

(2)

(3)

Appropriateness to content

Appropriateness for group

General group inberest

(4) . Facilitator comfort with equipment

ENVIRONMENT

4 r. Above Average, 5 = acellent

3 4 5

3 4

2

2 3

5

2 3 4. 5

2 3 4 5

fl 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

Rate the environment in which the session was. held on the following characteristics on a scale of 1-5, where:

1 = Poor, 2 = Below Average, .3 = Avorage, 4 = Above Average) 5 = Excellent

A. Advance preparation 1 2 3 4

B. Room temperature 1 2 3 (' 4

C. Room size 1 2 .3 4

D. Furniturexrangement 1 2 3 4
E, General physical comfort 1 2 3 4

F. Materials 1 2 3 4

G, Lighting 1, 2 3 '4

142
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5

5

, 5

5
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TRAINER

a) Two content sessions:

1. Feedback I and II

2. Small group skills

) Delivery Laboratory;

1. Technical Skills of dellVery

2. Technical skills of monitoring

y,

ENVIRONMENT

a) Two content sessions;

1. Physical learning climate

2. Psychological learning climate

b) Delivery Laboratry:

1. Technical skills of staging

2. Relationship of method to training room
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NCAE Confercnce eorm 1

CONFptENCE wILITIES REQUEST FORM

.1,

Conference
Number:

Group:

Address. Name of Contact:

Tel. No.: (

Number of Participants: Number of Meeting Rooms Needeth

Conference Dates: Start / / End / / '

WRITE ALL ADDITIONAL DETAILED IN1FORMATION ON REVERSE SIDt.
,.('

Number of
DATE(S): MOnth Day Year TIME: Rooms Needed

'0 Day 1 / / From: To:

Day 2 / / From: To:

,1?ay 3 / . / From: To:

Day 4 / / *". From: ITo:

Day 5 / From: To:

HOTEL NEEDS:

(Please submit iZrticipant name andiddress list and indis(dual arrival arid departure inforMation as soon as
1

available.)

NuMber of single rooms. Double rooms:,
;

.Arrival date: - Time:

Departure date: Time:

TRANSPORTATION NEEDS:

(Additional details on back.)

, No, of Station
Krom To Date Time(s) ., passengers Wagon Bus

7"1. t

2.

3,

4,

5,

1
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(c WINO)
'MEETING ROOM NEEOS:

(Additional detal*on back.)

No, of
Room Occupants

4

DAY 1. 101
J
. 102

103
r

Other:

DAY 2.

104

101

lOR

103

.104

Other;
DAY 3. 101

'ripe of Furniture
Setup.

...

s Other:

102

103

104

DAY 4. 101

1 02

4
103

104

Other:..

D4Y 101

102

103

104

Gi

134

Other:

t-

**Audiovisual
Equipment

4
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EQUIPMENT NEEpS:

Item

1. Chalkboard

2. Flipchart easel and pad

3. Note pads, pens, or p ncils

4. 35-mm slide projec

5. Opaque projector

6. Overhead projector

7. TV camera

8. Video tape recorder

9. 16-mm film projector

10. Audio- tape recorder

11. Microphone

12. P.A. system

13. Other:

14.. Other.

15. OTer:

?%-V 4ulpment.Operator
Number Needed In Room(s)
Needed In Room(s) (write In room number(s)

a

.
FOOD NEEDS:

(Please attach detailed schedules and information as to menu preferences and types of service.)

BE SURE TO INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

h Date
2. Time (and duration)

Location
4. Number of participants ,

5., Type of function (coff4 break, luncheon, buffet, dinner, cocktails, etc.)
6, Menu preferbnces (hot, cold, kinds of foods, menu)
7. Kind of service (b4uffet, table service, bar, etc.)

;

1 4
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t,

CONFERENCE PERSOKNEL NEEDS:

Receptionist:

Other:

Other:

Date(s) Time(s)

(ONLY APPLICABLE 110 NCAE-SPONSORED CONFERENCES].

FINANCIAL NEEDS (ESTIMATED):

PER DIEM

1. Participant/Trainee per diem $

Number of days per diem

Total anticipated per diem $

2. Conferee per diem $ /day

Number of days per diem -

Total anticipated per diem $

3. Consultant/Trainer per diem $

Numtier of days per diem

Total anticipated per diem A

HONORARIUM/FEE

1. Conferee honorarium $

Total anticipated honorarium $

2. Consultant/Trainer foe $

Participant/Trainee

/Conferee

/day

/day

Total anticipated fee $

/Consultant/Trainer

/day

/Conferee ,

/Consultant/Trainer

FINANCIAL VOUCHERING EXPLANATION TO CONFERENCE
414,

Date and time for financial vouchering explanation and completion of forms du.ring conference:

136

Date Time,
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NCAE Conference Fornr2

CONFERENCE TASk A.NALYSIS

I. Determine Conference Dates-
,

II. MailLogistics Packets

III. Hotel and Airline Reservations

IV. Inventory ,

V. Conference Packets

VI. Plan Check and Review

VD. Site Preparation/Food,and Meal Functions

VIII. Financial

I X. Conference Support0

X. Postconference

I. Determine6Conference Dates and Number of Participants

A. Receive conference facilities request form

(I

B. Discuss conference facilities request form wtth conference manager

General meeting room needs

S. General hotel needs

General food needs

General transportation needs

C. Reserve conference space

O. Reserve hoterr'ooms

E. Review invitation letter

II. Mail Logistics Packets

A. Draft logistics packet

Letter

Logistics information

Lodging/travel form and envelok

Itemized expense statement instructions

Marriott Hotel brochure

B. Conference manager's review and apOrOval

C. Type labels

D. Type final copy,

E. Xerox packets

° F. ,Stuff and mail packets

I 4 8

. 'Session fet'
. Handout 2

.

137
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III. Hotel and Airne Reservations

A.. Recorti and file lodging/traVel forms
,

B. Make final hotel/airline reservations
0 . .

C. Mail traverinformation to participants '

D. Acknowledge changes

IV, Inventory Conferen e Supplies

.Carrying caseS 0
Chalk

Note pads Napkins
1

Pens o ,.
Cockt5il

Binders . Dinner

138

Small plates

Mediurn Dinner

Large Snack

"Where It's At.. 1," Bowls

Visitors' Bureau beochures A-Glasses

Name badges Sherry .(5 oz.)

Holders Drink (6 or 7 oz.)

Inserts Water (8 oz.)

Dymo label tape (brown), Coffee

Diplomas and folders Sugar

6 Indeklabs (for llinders1 Cr\am

Three-hole lined paper) Tea

Three-hole Xerox paper Cocoa

Large Mailing envelopes (for logistics packets) Stirrers

Masking tape Soda

Markers Liquor

Easel pads juices

v



Conference Packets

A. Prepare labels (2) 14/ participant name

B. Prepare name badges forpatticipants and staff

C. Prepare table nameplatet.for participants and staff

D. Attach labels to carrying cases and binders

E. Stuff packets

Pad

Pen

"Where It's

Etc. 1
-

F.. Deliver to administitve assistant in charge of conference

Plan, Check;and'Review

A. Generic work program and facilities reqnst form

B. Generic work program and facilities request form

C. Generic work program and, facilities request form

D. Generic work program and facilities request form

Site Preparation/Food and Meal Functions

A. Detailed followup discussion to I.B above

Specific meeting room and furniture needs

Specific equipment needs (includes receptionist's tOewriter)

6 Specific meal and food needs

Specific personnel needs (conference receptionist, additional driver/assist(s) )

Specific transportation needs

B. .Develop work plan for period of conference for assistant(s)

C. Arrange for off-hour air-conditioning and building access

,

D. Atrange meeting rooms

See conference chec

Conference manager's review and approval

E. Fill equipment needs.

Requisition or rental

1

150
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7.

c

F. Arraoge food/meal needs

Hospitality suite (see conference checklist)

Doputs/snacks

lnhouse meal functions (see conference checklist)

Arrange menu with conference manager
-"k

Arrange with caterer

Restaurant meals

Arrange with restaurant

Arrange menu with conference 9anager

.

G.

Prepare custom menu

Arrange for payment

Menu to restaurant

Arrange for Additional PeEsonnel

Receptionist

Phone lists
. .
"" ,-"Recentkinist instructions

Driver/Assistant

H. Arrange for local participant transportation

.. Hotel/NCAE/Hotel

NCAE/Restaurant/Hotel'

E.

VIII. Financial
a

A. Estimate and request advance to cover conference's incidental cost

B; Prepare itemized expense statement for each participant and consultant trainer

C. Process participants' itemized expense statements

D. Disburse expense checks to participants

140

E. SubstiAtiate cash advance with receipts
oc)

F. Review and approve restaurant, hotel, and transporiation bills

40

l$
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V.7
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IX. Ciinference Support
. e

A. Coordinate assistant(s)' tsctivities

B. Hospitality suite (see conference checklist)

9
C. Meeting rooms (see conference checklist)

D. Meal functions (see conference checklist)

E. Lodging and transportation changes

F. Local transpordiation

G. Daily feedback and coordination

H. General support

X. Postconference

A. Get feedback frot conference manager

(

152
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(contintoti)
; ,

CONFERENCE CHECKLIST

"

MEET1110 ROOMS

1. Furn1ture arratvement (sufflcientiable space, seitIng, neatness).

2. Ashtrays (plean and suff141ent nuMber)

3: Ice water/Pitchermnd glasses (sufklent ritunb'er)

4. Pads and pencil$ (if requestedin place and pencils sharpened)

5. Audiovisual oquipMeni (it requested)

A. Projection equipment (with power cables connected, stands, readY for uie)

B. Recording equipmek (audio and/Or video, power cables connected, fresh tape, takcup reels, micro-
phones, cameillsetc.)

C. Amplifying equipment (mike(s) on table; floor, lavaller, etc.)

Dr Challiboard(s),and/or easel(s).w/fresh Pads

E. Chalk, erasers, Magic Markers, pointer

F. Podium

0. Nameplates in place (if requested)

7. Name badges in place (if requested)

8. Trainee packets and/or materials in place (if requested)

9. Coffee 'and/or food (if requestedtea, cocoa, sugar, cream, stirrers, cups)

10. Lights and ventilation (check for blown-out bulbs)

11. General neatness of room and exactness ofeplacement of materials, equipment, and supplies

IMMEDIATE (WITHIN REASON) POSTMEETING CLEANUP

II. MEAL FUNCTIONS

1. Time (anticipate and theckdelivery time)

2. Dining furniture (sufficient number and placement)

3. Buffet furniture (not blocking traffic)

4. Basic food/menu (check delivetysalt, pepper, butter, crearn;sugar, serving utensils, etc.)

S. Additional fooa

A. Soft drinks, . C. Ice

B. Milk D. Water

6. Sup'plieS (when needed)

A. Napkins E. Glasses

B. Plates F. Tablecloths

O. Utensils G. Ashtrays

0. -Cups

7. "Leftover" containers and alum urn foil

8. Trash contatners ut inconspicuously piked)

9. Lights and vdntilation

10. General neatn'6s of room and exactnesS of placement of food, plates, utensils, etc,

IMMEDIATE (WITHIN REASON) POSTMEETING CLEANUP
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III. i-IOSPITALITY SUITE

1, Drinks

A, Sherry

B. Dubonnet

C. Dry Vermouth

D. Scotch

E. Bourbon

F. Vodka

C. Gin

H. Soagiam's Sovc.in

I. Tonic water(quinine)

2. Supplies

A. Plates

B. Napkins

C. Glasses

D. Utensils

E. Knives

3. Snacks (as-requested) (sufficient)
. 4.

J, Club soda

t K. Ginger ale

L. Sevon-up

M. Cola

N. Orange.juice (smaller cans)

0. Tomato juice (smaller cans)

P. Apple Juice (small)

Q. Punch or fruit drink (quality)

F. Serving utemsils (If needed)

G. Can opener

11. Corkscrew

I. Bottle opener

,

Pandbut;
cPotit1iid) .

.

4. Individual invitations at hotel registration desk by 12 m. (2 p.m. latest-,with correct room number and
time)

5. Check announcement posted on lobby directory for correct room number and time'

6. Room arranged by 3:30 p.m.

7. Room cleared as soon as possible or by 11:00 a.m, following day

./f

11-

0.
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hysical Learning Climate Checklist

Space

Lighting

islwoustics/Outside Noise

Decor

Temperature

Ventilation

Seating Comfort/Position

Seating Arrangements/Grouping/Mobility/Resttchange

Refreshment

Ashtrays

Restrooms

Audiovisual aids

Coatracks

Parking

Traffic DirectioriS

*Name lags or- Cards

Records/Addresses, etc..

144
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In addition to the physical envirdnmsnt in which people le`irn there is also a psychological envirOntnent that
affects the freedom and openness individuals feel toward the lOrning. This is called the psycho4ogiCal learning
climate and is one of,the Most important aSpects of a training Program. Se,tling the psjichological learning climate
is a tricky btisiness for a variety of reaions: °

. .

The beginning of training is the time people.arepost likely to be hostile toward and suspicious of the
trainer, the training process, and the other trainees.,

,

Setting a learning climate requires great awarenessband flexibility o'n the part of the trainer, who must
asiess where the group is and,respond to its issues as they become evident,.

The process of setting the climate often eraails what Many trainees most resist and least admitthe
need to break down the distance-making mechanisms, defenses, and masks between themselves and
others. -II v

Setting the learning climate also entails what many trainers find most difficultthe need to stay patient
and noncontrolling while the terainees surface their hostilities and suspicions and start to make their
issues known. v .

'et

if the proper learning climate is not set, the trainer will fikthis,or her job much more difficult; perhaps even
impossible, The most important time to set the learning climate, therefore, is at the beginning of the.program.
Successful trainers usually devote about 25 percent of their energies, both bef9rPtraining begins,and during the .

program, to designing and creating the right-learning climate. Such an effort iimecessary because people cannot be
forced to learn before they are ready. It is better to devote as much as 90 percent of the program to climate settingif
that is what the group needsin orderio get 10:percent ggod, productive learning out of the session, rather than
push a great deal of content at learners who are not ready to receive any of it,

Generally speaking, a trainer can assume that a learning climate has been set for training when:

the grouP demonstrates feelings o(comfortAthat allOW individual Members to participate without anxiety
ot sel f-consciousness;

there is a visible level of mutual trust, openness, and respect between participants and trainers;

individuals in the group show that they are participating in she training program because they want to
rather than because they have to or feel they should; and

they can express confidence they will benefit frorrf the training.

(1r56

s,
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(continued)
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Different training situations re ulre different degrees of opennesssensitivity training, for example, demands
cohsiderably More openness than does training 'in a manual skill. Trainers must be able to select the degree of
openness that is appropriate for a group and they must be able to particiPate openly to. the appropriatejlegree.
When the atmosphere is too open, or if it is not open enough, the' trainingwill suffer 4m the resultant discom-
fort, anxiety, and mistrust. Setting good learning climate depends upon the skill and sensitivity of the trainer.t.

e

The varying degrees of openness cad be expressed on a continuum of levels from not open to comPletely open:

Not Open:
Minimal trust,

sharing, and honesty

A B C

Completely Open:
Focused Maximum trust,

openness, sharing, and honesty*

`

"Name, rank, and
serial number"

"What do I do that
is most likely and
least likely to-get

the Job done."

q'Things I'd toll my
analyst"

'In level A the focus is on things: "our work" or "what we do in our region." At B more persqnal discussion
arises: -"my work" or "what I do." Increasingly personal but relatively safe areas are expfored at C: "what I
like or dislike in my work," while at D still more personal and more risky areas about feelings, such`as ''.what I'm
afraid of" or "what I think I do well or badly" are coyered. Degrees of openness beyond D are me generally
appropriate for task-oriented training groups but are useful in training for sensitive roles such as that of counselor.

A trainer should consciously decide where, on the continuum the group should be tO achieve the maximum learn-
ing, given the nature ahd goals of the training and the nature and background of the trainees. The degree of open-
ness is in direct relationship to the goals of the training. Trainers may fail either by not having a sufficiently open
atmosphere for participants to take reasonable learning risks of by having too open or semitherapeutic an atinos-
phere, thus interfering with task-oriented learning.

1

st

Adapted and reprinted by4iormission from Training of Trainers Course Manual, Natiorq Drug Abuse Training Center, Rosslyn,
Va.
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:nit Openness Cqinin_yum

(for flIpchort
tf

Niot Open:

Minimal trust;
sharing, and honesty/

C

Focused

. Openness

Completely open:
Maximum trust,

sharing, and honestY

"Name, rank, and
serial number"

fob

I

"What do I do that
is most likely and
least,likely to get
thOob done."

58

t4

"Things I'd tell
my analyst"
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It should be.aked for by the recipient and remain under his or her control.

It should be specific and refer to things, plac6s, and events; not People.

It should be directed tow* behavior, events, or things that can be changed.

a It should relate to the current situation.

In the training situation, it should be related to goals and objectives of training.

1 59
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One way to learn in a conference is to observe and analyze what Is happening in one's grouk.All 'of us have
spent our lives In groups of various sortsfamily, gang, team, work groups, etc.:biit rarely have we taken the
time to stop and observe what was going on in the group or why the members were behaving the way they were.
One of our main, goals here is to become better observers and better participants.

But what do we look for? What is there to see in a group?

I. Content versus Process

When we observe what the group is talking about, we are focusing on the content. When We try to observe
how the group is handling its communication, i.e., who talks how much or who talks to whom,'We are
focusing on group process.

r
Most topics about the back-home situatiOn emphasize t e content: "What is good leadershipr "How can
I motivate my subordinate" and "How can we. make meetings more effective?",These topics concern .

issues which are there and then in the sense of being abstract, future, or 'past-orlentea and nof involving us

directly., In focusing on group process, we are looking at what our group is doing in the here and now and
how It is working in the sense of its present procedures and orga#ation.

In fact, the content of the conversation is often the best clue to what process issue may be on people's
minds when they 'find it difficult to confront the issue directly. For example:

Content Process

1. Talking about problems of authority that there is a leadership struggle going-on in the
back home may mean.. . group.

2. Talkihg about how bad group meetings
usually are at the plant may mean.. .

3. Talking about staff who do not really
help anyone may mean .

that members are dissatisfied with the performance
of their own group.

dissatisfaction with the trainer's role ih the group.

At a simpler level, looking at process reAy means focusing on what is going on in the group; trying to
understand it in terms olother things that have gone on in the group.

Adapted- and reprinted by permission from Training of Trainers Course Manual, National Drug Abuse Training Center, Rosslyn,

Va.
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II. Communication

One of the easiest aspects of group process to observe is the pattern of communication:

1. Wh, talks? ror how long? How often?

2. At hom do people look when they talk?

a: ther individuals, possible potential supporters

.b. OA group .
c. no one,

3. Who talks after whom, or whO interrupts whom?
A ,

4. What style of communication .is used (assertions, questions, tone of voice, gestures, etc.)?

The kinds of observations we make,give us clues to other important things, such as who leads whom or who
influences whom. 4

lii. Decirsionmaking Procedures

Whether or not we are aware of it, groups are making decisions all the time. Some decisions are made
consciously and in reference to the major tasks at hand, while.some are made without much awareness
and in reference to group procedures or standards of operation. It is important to observe how decisions
are made in a group, so the appropriateness of the decision and the consequences of given methods may be
assessed in terms of what the group members really bargained for.

.

Group decisions are notoriously hird to undo. When someone says, "Well, we decided to do it, didn't
we?" any budding opposition is quickly immobilized. We can only undo the decision if we reconstruct it,
undilStand how we made itland test whether this method was appropriate.

_

/
Some methods,by which gtoups make decisions:

1. The Plop: "I think we should introduce ourselves." ...silence. .,

2. The Self-Authorized Agenda: "I 'think we should introduce ourselves. My name is Joe Smith."
.,

3. The Handclasp: "I wonder if it would be helpful if we introduced ourselves? I think it would. My
name is Peter Jones." I

4. Questions: :"Does anyone Object?" or "We all agree?"

5. Majority-Mrnority Voting

150
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.IV. Individual, Group, and Task Needs

4

In every ongoing group there are three types of needs to deal with at all times: individual needs, group
needs, ond the task needs. The length Of time each type requfres depends upon many variables, a major one
being the age of the group. The-following diagram shows different stages of an evolving group:

It

4.44.

INFANCY

I = Personal Needs getting each individual into the group, in spite (Allis or her hidden agendas.

We = Group Need developing useful membership roles, ground rules, procedures, and gro4 structures
as needs emerge.

It = Grouli Task focusing on the agreed-upon objective(s):

444-444-

It It

ADOLESCENCE MATURITY
0

;4

1 62
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The Situatign

You aro one Of eight staff members of a poorlyltinded treatment agency. Th\C staff Includes:

Director.

Administrator

Social Worker

Psychologist

Counselors 1 and 2nonalcoholic

Camselors 3 and 4retovering alcoholics

An unexpected windfall has come your way. A wealthy arid grateful client has offered to pay for c'àmplete
redecoration Of the waiting roommoney no objectproviding you can get him or her a list of tequiren4nts by
the end of the day.

The,present waiting room measures 15* 30: and has an entraince door from the streetand one at the back s

a
which leads to the offices. It has twt windows facing the street; the walls are piinted light brown and the plaSter

'is chipped; the_floor is dark-red tile; there are 10 straight-backed wooden chairs inwthe room and a wooden table
for the recepanist and her telephone.

The director has called the staff together for a 30-minute iiieeting to decide on requirements for redecoratiorV.

\. ' 6 3
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1. COM.MUNICATION
'TATTERNS

2. GROUP
DECISIONMAKING

3. GROUP
NEEDS

do.

Adapted attd reprinted by permission from Training of Trainers Course Manual, National Drug Abuse Training Center, Rosslyn,,
Va.'
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InterVentioris

3.

'G

di

4'1

11
111

N,

Task InterVeLitions

Clarify agreed-upon goal(s).

Suggest division of labor for subtOcs ne,eded,,to canpletejob.
,

Observe,how much time is left, or ififi4bitid not buctoptheir time,.suggest they do.

ito Vlay devil's advocateneedle them. .

44

A

Review critical issues and/or decisions they face. 1 ---livitur,.... , ws.

a -4, ,
Identify rdiource.5 that.mighebe useful. _

' a. '
Remind group members of Wily they need tocomplete their ta

.
sk; for ex* e, to get aq earlier, break, pr,

.,

I

.)

...l. , -
it's a needed action before the' next step can occur.

, 0

. .. ,
A

l/ Diagram or write out what has been spoken.; this provides clari "and focus.

Offer gn analysis, summary,or clirificition of material that has been Jered so far.
. i. .

Others t

Climatelnterventions, . .

4
Humor, aimesi at easing tension and anxiety.

Silengt, aytit'd ift building tension or encouraging group participatio
.rziA,-e i

Trainer sifY4IistiOsure..Describe the feeling you are haying and the sourcd of that feeling. If the timing is
,

right, discuss briefly such issueiswas trainee feelings about authority: -Forlkample, "kill the leader," or
..t,"leatler asOarent." ''

,
,

Show empatliy for thg:terbal or nonverbal effect (climate.) in a group.
0 f

Ask open-ended questions. for clarification: For example, "I'm confused--A:a anyond' toll me what's
a

going on?" , . "
. 41 4 i

. 01°.;..
Confront. Usuafly this is;a direct, blunt report,of something that is occurring which h s not been openly
recognized. Give data to back.up any confrontation. -. f

Offer a story or Analogy to illustrate a point. This type of intervention is usually very good or very bad.

4 Keep 11418414tif sfdrpl- , ...
1 ,

II

.
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Climate Interventions

To intensify clinnate:' Move from a question to an exercise.

To cool down climate: Ignore challenging questions: Sugges,t,a break.

Change environAtint by adjUsting thermostat', rearranging chairs, moving indoors/outdoors, etc.

.1
.

Others

.

.X

V k.

4

P

441
v

1/4

0

Adapted aMi reprinted by permission from Tralnin# of Trainers Course Manual, Nitional Drug Abuse Training Center, Rosslyn,
Va.
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Bypasses for Road bloc kers

A.

1. BULLDOZER: "It's got to go this way."

Possible intervention: Ate've agreed to abide by majority rule.

MUCE: "t won't let you!"

Possible intervention: Are we ready for a recess?

3. RECOGNITIONSEEKER: "I need another stroke."

Possible intervention: One stroke per meeting is our limit.

4. GROUP-SNATCHER: "If I'm funny mouth they'll join me. I'll try clown antics and then a funny joke or

ridicule."

Possible intervention: I sense you're not happy with our grdtip goal.

5. WINDY; "No\w'rby 20th point is..."

Possible intervention: ,Let's appoint a timekeeper to ring a bell after anyone has spoken more than 3

minutes.

6. DRIFTER: "Have you heard at?out. that reminds me of..."

Possible intervention: Let's appoint a subject-keeper to ring a bell when we get off the subject..

MANIPULATOR: "I'll trick tbem into voting to have it my way."

Possible intervention: I don't think you're giving us your real reason. Could we look at your proposal
below the surface?

I-IELPLESS: "Someone do 1t for me I'm so dumb:"

Possible intervention: Why don't you lust watch for awhile, until you gain confidence?

for'
9. SELF-CONFESSOR: "I'm no good I'm always doing it wrong."

Possible intervention: You may.be right,

10. PARTISAN: "My side is the right side."

Possible intervention: You may be left.

Adapted and reprinted by permission from Trolffing of Trolners Course Manuel, NatiOnal Drug Abuse Training Center, Kosslyn,

Va,
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